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A problel,!l · which h~s · enthralle'tt ma~}J.ematicians ttirou~h· 
. the ap;es is that of decidin~ the cardinali~y ·of th'e 'set of 
es o.f. the .form n1 +1. .·This ·thesis aeals .with t'his 
I • • • 
,problem) from.a topolo.p;ical standpoint.· 
' ;- 'II ' 
Chapter 1 diacu~seR the .'he~edita~y p~operti~s of . 
topolq.p;ical spaces which are most 'applicable t 'o the ' space's 
' . , . 
. I 
used and the problem at: hand. ItA objective' is to. make ... 
. -
ayaila1tle, ~nformation whi~h is useful fqr p~Q~uci_nr: 
counterexamples. 
In Chapter II sever~l: t'ollo.r,ic.e.l structur~s on t .he 
. -
rf:ltiona 1 .' intep;ere nre discussa·fl and'~·•:e:xtended to the · 
Clnusst~n . i.nte~ere. Also, ·mnntion is_ made . of. how thea~ 
. . 
topolop;ical structurea can be . extended .t<> r.r;eneral alr;e_bra\.c 
number fi_~~~ds. The properties of these toj>alo~ies· , alonn; ·: 
. ( . ' ' 
\'lith thosE." of· another one, ~e ~iven, and also v~rious 
I • 
subspaces are. discusse¢ • . 
A discussion of the· ap11lications .of the· topolor;ical 
structures described in the previou,s· ·ch(ipter make up the 
' . . . . , 
contents of Cha.ptAr In:. Also, some propertieR of the 
·' 
t_opoloo:ies on the rationa 1 int"e.p;erA are di.f;CU~~en and ~ 
their: t-;enerali7.ntions _are ~ive-n. 
. \ 
. -_. '< 
Chapter IV changes our -problem from one · of .fi"ndinp; 
, . . - ·~ . .. 
. in f\rii te lsY many prime m~mbers t _o t~at of discuss ~!lf. ' which 
·properties a . topological . structure should have in ·order 
" . 
to be useful for solvin~ the problem. 
' I . ' ':1 (1, ; • t , 
. The finai chapter, Ch~pter V, gives some different 
. . 
a11m:·~a.ches for tacklinp; _the problem. One .o~ these 
approaches involves -some alP.;ebr_~ic top.olor.:y while others 
. . . 
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' . I • , ~~ ~ , • • • q 
. ' ~. . 
. .t . ·~ I would like · t~_ sincet'e1y ·PJ'lank my eu.pe;r:v~-~ Of.·t _ D~ •. .'-- .. 
·· s. ·Thoniei.er·, ·ror the· invaluabl~· p;ufdanc-e he r;~ve a.nd the 
. . . . . 
... 
• , : urtcountab.le h'onrs .he · S!_>ent .chotld.n~ ~uch' o{ -~~·.: wor'k i· ·.I .'. ' · .. 
. ; ·~~m· .alno [';r~atfu~ 'to· s -ever'al . ~a~ui·t;s/ mcmb~·ra : ·.o·f ·.the .. 
. ., . . . . ' • . ' . . 
' . 
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I o1 ' • , ' .. 0 I ' .. ' ',, • ' 
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' ' • • • <~o I I f) • h • • • ' : ~ 
. . : ... 
prpblem~o, I would like ·.t_q thank . . the Na:t iJ;>ntJ.]...: · . 
. f'Re~e!l·rc: C?u_~c~i ?f C~nada · ~_or · t~E}· -~.n~l,e~ .. they pro;vid.e<i. · : r·. · .. : ~ ~ .  :. ·. 
to· make. thiR paper<·p,oss~ble. ·· 
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-. 
1 This paper ·was · written us a~ attempt to ~nswer two 
·. questi~ns. The fir~t i.~ one of antiquity: "Are there·-,. \ . 
in:f"inite ly manj Jprimes of tho f.o;t>m n1 .+ 1 ?n ~ . Thia- ouest ion 
. . . . . ' . . 
is · referred tc;\~~)brouehout the· pap·er as - the n_problern. in .. · 
· ques~ionn or t}$l nproblem -at ha~dn. Tpc~'oth~r q_uesti_o~ · 
arose from a- paper by· S. W. Golomb which appeared in · . 
. ' , ' 
Volume 66 of _tho Amer.~can Mathema~ical· Monthly ,in 1959 • . 
In his .P~'!f e~t~tled "A. co:nilected Top~logy ' for. t_h~ , 
' Integers"~~ Golomb used topological methods to · nrove the 
infinitude of ~he primcn and the fnet ~hat the existance 
.. of a p~ime in _ ~11 a_~ithmetic ,pro~ceRi,ons o.f. the f"orm · 
·'a+bn where a .and 'b ore relat'ive.ly prime, is equivalent to 
the ·st.atement·· of Direchlet 1.9 Theore~. .From · this work c~me 
. . . 1 . • . • 
tJ:le .quo_;stion: ncan topolo~ical ~ethods be u~~d · to answer 
similar ques~iphs about the .in~egers?tt. 
• I 
In this thesis we work towards answers to the·se two . . . 
, . I ' . 
questi,ons by oonsideririp; top~logical s~ructuree on .the 
Gaussian :l,nteger~ and· those in'du~-~d on such subspaces as , 
. the rational .intcr;ers. 
" ne-rintt:t~ns or reguire·d to_pologicat properties and-' 
. P , · . t ' . • ' J • ~ ' ' 
types . of 1 heredit~ f!-L'e s~ated · in ' ch,.~er .• I • . W~ the_n · · 
·-proceed 'V;i~h these _dafini:ti·ons . to · -p~ov~ which properties 
) j 1 • • 0.. . ... ., . 
. , are he·reditary and .. which ones are not_. · ~ conclusions 
IJ ' • o ! 
. . I , . 
· · are tabu1lated ·within the chapter t 'o make . easy ·referenc·~ I , • . . ~ . . . . 
· · pos.eibl~. : · 
I '" • . 
I ' ~ ..,.. • f ~ C 
' 
. . . ( . ~- . . . 
In : Chapter . II · we . dis·cuse:, ·sever~l. topo~ogical st~~tures 
on. the Gaussian ·integer's and suggest ,:ways of extending · . 
' • ~ • • • • Cl 
them to .. genera 1 algebraic . n:umber field,s. · The ·first _· fi 
topology is due ·to H. Furstenberg_.and appear.ed .in -l.955 : .
·in · ~ olume 62 of , th.e American Ma~iematica·l . Mo~thly-. The." . 
se·i:.~nd is the one by. s. ~- G7ol 'b ~.~~:~~· menti~ned above. 
- ~ . . l 
,, ' ,, 
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. ' . . 
.. . .. ·· 
,, \ ' . 
•\ . ~ . . .. , 
"I 
. .. Both th~se to't)o lop;ies ' are d·ed.ned· on.· the rational · i·nte~·er:s · 
. ' \ . ' . ' . ... 
but we extend them .to 'the Ga~ssian inte.Rers end also : ~ .· ·.· : 
' '1 I ' ' •• ' • !'• 
conside)l th'e• topoldr;ie.Er·'Of sever·a 1 SUbsets Of this snRCe • 
rrhe t;hird~ t.opology is .similar to.' th~ oth~~·3 but it i~~ 
def·in~d uslnr; cl'osed se-ts ~.ather_· _than .. opel'r sets. -. ·T.h~ 
properties :Of a,ll sp-aces and' sUbspaces ~re ·e'~amined ·and . 
'f 1 - . . • ' 
tabulated at the end . of the chnpter. 
, 
These <three· topolof)les are i'nve~ti,q;~ted further ·.in 
~ . ~ . ~. . . 
·Chapter III. H~re we look at theil' usef\1lness in .. solvin:~ 
' . ' - . 
p,~rticUlt::tr problems •by disc_tlSSiOf!, the den~ity Of the. 
primes, the number of prlm~s ·in each :open· ·set .and . other 
·s~m·ilQI' topics. We a.~ain-re-fer t6 Golo~bls . <pap~r ·a~d .. . t -
• ' • ' • • • • • • ... .. ~' 1 • • .,., • • • 
extend his theo.rems . to the Gaussian ·tnte.P,;ers •. •i , 
, .. ,, 
·: -~.::~-: _ ... _f \ ·- . _. . '·.,. . . · .. I , I . '. • .. . ' •. 
Chaptdr '.IV '~iv.es . a qi.f.f'er_J:nt · 9utlook on ·~e problem.-.' 
_) 
. . . 
. ' . ·: 
. : 
., ' 
~ !, • • 
·. · ' . 
. . 
.. -
~ . ~ .. 
·. '~· 
· . . 
. .-. . 
. ,. 
... 
ln .this chapter., ra.ther than di~cue. r; a · .nart:i'ci1\.a;r tQpotopzy, 
wn decide whic.h properties . ~e 'reauire ·'on a to-poloey . in· 
( , . . 
. . . , . . . 
· · " I · · -
_ order that. it be useful . for · provin"' -the ·problem at hAnd. · 
·· ·our problem. then becomes · one 
n· single topoloe:,y· ·in.ste£).d .of' 
. ' . ' 
an infini t,y of ·primes. 
~ ~ 
of provinp; the exiatance- of: 
-. . t . 
provinP-" the extstaribe , of · · 
. ,I 
~ \ 
. . • . f . • 
rrhe ' final chapter' dea1s with different apnroaehes,.; . 
• • j l . • . 
t~ ·thP. · problem. Her·e- : -~~ IJle_nt1on . s_~ch ' things _as th~ u~.'\ 
, , of ,. cohono 1ot2;.}' t.be.ory \ the . app~ica_tion of Py~ha~orean ., · 
triples and the prope.rties of Er;.,yp,tian · fractions, _ all: qf' 
• J • • '. 
which1 BU:";~est wnys Of JlOlVing the · proble~~ · . 
• • ' ' • ~ .r · :A ;;,,-• 
.... -
. : . .' 
. .. '' ( 
. ' :- { 
, · . 1 
. ~ ·. 
;;--
. . 
. . ~· , . .. : ~·''· . 
·.The paper. draws -- no concret;· .. . co~~U. tons with respe'ct Q· • • ·r :.  :~· 
to the first oues~io,.; but .does illust~aie.: s~l· diff~,;.ent \ :::·· 
way,s of viewing it. A partial answer to , the second · . . . . -
- - • ' ~ - 4 0 ••• • • • , • • • ~( •• • 
· , flttestion is p;iv'~n by · ~ctua·l:1y· extendin~ the ., t~pology to - . . 
,. / ·. :.. ~he (_}~u~.sian· inte~ers -and· ·answer_inP.: ouesti~lis ,which are · ·: · " _. -~ 
ana l.o.~e _to those · po!=3e~ by Golomb in' his paper. · · 
.. , 
\ 
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.. ?l \ ·. . 
• ',b- •• • 
Qh~pt ex; .r. · # / 
Hered1 .1fary: Pfoper~~ of f£Opb;lqg~Cal p~acea 
.,· . 
- · • ~ ., • <" ' 
. · . 
. . · Tf?poio~.y :can be · cle.fine:d . ~1s :the stl;ldY of t~~ · properties 
.of spaces. So., ·because oi thei]', impot>.tance t·o t his. _ ,.. 
' 1 , I 
bra·nch o.f, mathematics·, this chapter deals exr.iusively .· 
~ I • - I · ' ' 0 \ ' ' 
.with .·topological prop~r~ie~. ·· .. 
- ' 
We de :fine an 
. . ' ' - . ( 
hP.t•ed-itary · prop~rty A~ a ·topolordcal · - ... 
. . 
... pr?pert_y which ts 
~ri~in~ 1~t ha:vinr.'; 
• . ' "-. t . 
pre~erved by- 'evei:y subspace o.f a ,space 





· . . ,Usiifrr hereditary -pro~ertieR we cnn er~ much 
" ' 
information ,1about subs paces and also \'fe can pro<3:.uc'e . . · ·~ 
' . 
counterexample a. · ,. · · ( 
:; ' To· illustrate the ·effectiveness of hereditary 
. properties ·-: jt~- hav~ the · _r·oll_o~iiJ.p; : 
. ' 
.,~xa~ple :. We ~et X · repf'~sept a apac·~ -'nnd. ~· r_epres.e~t . -~rie . 
.. of . its ·subspaces. ·we. wis'~ ·· to _- pr~ve·_ that A has ' the · . 
proper:ty p.· H'y as~umih r.t: t _he ne~a~~ve . 0~ - p we . find. ·that 
A wi 11 sat isf,y certain topo.lop.;~·ca:l, ·properties a~d will . . 
. . • • • 'l • 
. not sa ti6f.}' _C>tbers. now I if' q ,, ia ari here-ditary· ·~rop~rty 
and x. has q, but.· under · o~tr n~ f!ative· bypothea·i~ A does. 
I ' I ' . ~ . ' 
not bav~ q, we ~SNe a p~o~.f_ ~t our ~pot~i!-J.. . , . . .., 
I • • ~ ~ ; c • "" 
Hence, ·a ta:t>ie of. hereditary , ·pro~erties would be 
~ - ' • Q 
qui-t.e helpf'Ul for USinp: th~ · i d ea 'mentioned B.bOV~.: I : 
·~ · .. .. · . 
·. 
. · ....... . 
.. ,. . ,.~ (:) · .' The ' ·pr~perties. which are · li~ted 'below ar~ - those 
~> .t~ • ·..;...v.-; ,.,, wh.ich\ are most app.licabl~· to · tKe problem at· hand: and 
~ , .,. ,• ' •• ' ol>\ 0 o : t ' 1 • , 0 : 
0 
I • 
:because or· the. inc~:msistency · in 'the literature of th~ . . : I /K_ .. 
• I . .... f • 
.-. 
~ : I 
• .. ! • 
defini.tions .of· ~s~ properties't they are also .· st~ted • 
o, ~ . ' .. • . .. " ' 
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' D.ef~nition .2) A apS:ce, . (X,"t)·, is TQO if f.or'' every pa.ir oi 
poirl~s · ~, 9 · _€ _ x.· there, exist ·-ope~.- sets·· <?a· ~!J:d · Ob in t ·such 
.· that \a _E -oa and -b E I ob but a t ob and ~· i ·:9· • . . . 
. ,. . • , . . a ·. 
·. • .~ • - r . . 
'· . ., . 





. - . 
' ·"': 
- - ,.::. 
. . 
. • ... 
' · 
. ·. ( . 
. I .. point~ a ,~q ~ X tJ:lere.:exi'st disjoint op~n se~s .e~ and ·ob .. ·· ·: wh~ch c~nta._in ' a a'nci _:· .~ . r.e~pe_c.tive ly:.· l • .. ' . -
.... 
, I 
,. . .. 
. ~ , 
.. ·I 
, c I , · • . · . _ . . : . · · , 
.n~~initi~~ ·~: · A1 space, :'X,_· is T3 .i~ for ~yer~. ?fosed set . 
A and point .b nqt .' in A, there exist disjoint· open· sets.· 
• ..J • " ~ ' •• 
OA .and. ob w~~ch .c~nt~~n A _and b ·, respectively • ..,.;._· . · · · · . · 
. .. ' . . ' . ' , · . .. . 
, · .... .. .. . : 
.,. 
. ' •. , ' 
. _,. . 
-~ t I 
. . . 
.- Definition 5.;- A spa~~, - ·x,·.-. is T4 if ·f -or- every ·~air · or' 
dlsjoirit clo·s~d ~e.ts A· and ·B . i~ X, the~ ex~s·t~ ~a pa.ir .. ' - · : · .. 
. . ' . . , . . . . .· . . . . ; \ 
of diejoi~t opep. set-s·9.A and O:B which contain A ~nd.~ . __ ·, ·. •· · 
.r ·e $pecti ve ly; · · <l . - . · . ' 
. -. 
. ·~ . ,, ~. 
• "- ... 
c • " Definition 6: ~ space, . X, ~s _T5 . 'if for ev,e·ry :pair 
.. • I se·per~~ed s6'ts ~ arid. B in X~ .there 'exist' di~~oint 
: · set~ OA a~d oB co~t~inim~ _ A ~ .and l3 res~e'ctiyel~.• , 
. . . ' 
o'f . 
open 
• 1---: . 
.. 
' . . 
,- , 
. .. 1: 
' - . . l· 
' , 1 
' • >' ' . ... 
. • , . • . ·. I . . • .,_ • . 
Definition·?: A space is _regular •tr·.- and only. _if .. it is 
. " . I' . 'V 
both- ·To arid -~3···~ . · · ;*'. ·. · · 
o , ' 
• •. ,.. . • ."' -----:--., ' ' . • ' - . • l -# : 
D~~~~.it~on ·.a.~L ·A _,apa~e -~s er~al · if . a"n_d pnly if it., i~ .bo_th 
.. , T1 and ·T4 • .--- · ·. · -.., < · .• · . • . . . · 
- '• \ ' ' ' '\ ' ' = • , Q. I ' 
. ~ . ' - . ' 
· .nefinit~e>n :·9: A spa:nce ~s compagt if every open.,covex: 
·contains a.· .finite ~ubcover. . _ . 1 
'< 
I. 
' • •. 
Definit-ion 10: A ·space ie. locally·. ~ompact iJ' eacn pol.p.t 
is c~ntal~ed in ~ co~pact - ~e~rthb~urhood. " - . 
/ . .. . 
' I •' I 
.g,_ . · - ~ - "' 
. " 
' 
. . • ' 
, .. . ' 
' : l 
- . .. . 
. . 




.·. J> ; • 














Defi-nition ll: A nprtcB iR pa.raconi'pact if overy op~n cover . 
. ' ... c:> • 




Definition 12: A npnce ~p connected tr· Qrid only : if it • 
is not the union of t\vo Qcpcro.ted seta. 
' 
. D~fini.i;id'n .. 13: A 
pair of ' pointn a 
. r' from the nni t 
Ap<ice is -rath. connected if fo;:- · nvAry . 
·and ~b. there., extsto H continuous function, 
interv8l such t;hnt f(O)=·A. nnrl f(t),..b. · 
Definition 14: A space in locally connected if it . has a. 
bnsi~ · conoistine ~f connccten: sets. 
· I 
We also state the follO\v:~.'np;: 
. . 
Def:lniti9-n·. ~: A topolor;ical. property is hereditary i. .f every 
~t~spnce has the pro~erty whenever the sp~6e has it. 
. I 
; . I . ~ ' , . . 
.! I 
Defin~tion B: A topolo~ ic~l . properiy - is F-hereditary: if 
ev·ery closed BUbSp"-lCe has th,e · pr?perty whenever the SpHCe 
. ' 
. ha.~· tt • . 
.._/ ' 
Definition C: . A topolo~icnl nroperty ·is G-here~itary if 
· ever;~ ope~ stlbspace hA.s ·the .prope·rty whenever the space 
. . 
has. it. 
Defin~tion D: ·A tppolo~ica~.prop~~ty is C~hereditary if 
every continuous function preserves it .• 
Uefini tio_n "E: A topolo~lcal property is ··q-h~.redi t~ry if 
every·quotient space has the propert~ whenever t~e · opaee 
~ 
has it. 1 
. • I 
. 
·. -. 
Definition ;F: A topological property i.e finite P-heredit.a:ry : 
i.f 1e'very .flnitc product oc)f . 'spaC~R with the property alSO 
. . . 
_11has the · prpperty. . ·I ~·· 
·. 
: . ' . 
• , 
/ 
' . . ·~~~ 
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F G c q p Q 
~ } ·H H .H J H H 
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<\ e e e e e · e 
r r r r r r 
e e e e e ~ · ..r d . '.d · d d · d 
. ' 
1 i 1 .1 .·1 i 
t t I ~ t t t 
r a a .a a a a •' 
"' 
r r . r . r r .r . 
. Prop~rty y y cY y y y 
t • . 
~ 
) To t + + + 0 
Tl + + + + .. 
. •' 









T4 ,+ .... 
· Ts + + + :.. 
.Re~lar + + +· + 
.· No;rmal. + ~ 
Compact + + + + 
Lo.cally Compact + + 
Parac'ompac.t + 
.. 




+ + ~ . -- + I ' 
.'l 
~ocally uonnected + I + · + 
I . • 
' . ' . 
.. 
·'· 











. ' ? 
On. the previous ,pa.F,e in Tc;tbl~ -.l.l:. we· :haye listed the 
topolo~ical . properties and indicated' whether or not they 
. ' 
a.re hereditary. In the table a tt+" ind.icates that. the 
-proper~y ·is here4i tary, a n -" that it is not hereditary 
and a 11 blank" that it has not been determined. 
- ' . If we now number the rows and columns of the table 
in the same way as we did the definitionR ''e see that the 
entries: 
·AI, A2,· A3, A7, A8,· All, B8, · B9, RlO,.~ll, C8, Cll, b9, 
DlO, Dll, D12,. Dl4, Fl,, F2, F3, F7, FB, F9, FlO, Fll,and 
Fl? cAn A11 he found in <14>. . . . .. 
. . 
At~, A6, 010, 0).4, Elo,· F4, Fl4, . can 
B'?, . _El, EB., c.ind El4" c~n be ·found i~ 
.... 
, .... 
Dl3 ·and Fl3 c~n be.found in <9> • . 
E3, E4 and E5·can ,be found in <10>~ 
al~e 
<20>. 
found in · <6>. 
! I 
·-' 
Bl, B2, H3, B4, B6, B7, Cl, C2, C3, C4~ ·c6 - ~nd 07 all 
follo~ from·the ~~ct that every hereditary property ·: !~ 
' . .. ; . 
also F-heredi ta~y 18nd G:_here(\(tary. ~ 
Bl2 and B13 are proven 'by Bivin~ X . the. particular point 
top~lo~ ·( ·the onLY cmen sets ar_e those containing a 
particular point 1), • which is both connectnq an~ ·path 
connected. We take Y such that it does not contain the 
particular point •. Now Y is closeci and has· the discrete 
• • 0 ~ 
topo1 o~-3 _.which is neither .~on~ected nor path conriected .• 
E2 is prbven by r;ivinr; X ·the finite complement topoloey . 
(the only open ·sets are those havin~ finite complements) 
"'r.h~ch is T1 • We take a finite · set U and partition.; ~Y 








tRkin~ eA~h point of U as a comr-onent and ito complement 
·· as a .eompon_ent. 1'4ow 'any s~t v. with , t X'U). c v· .is · op.ert 
. . r. . . ' 
and any set W with (X\U) n W ~ ¢ is closed. This ts 'just 
the particular 
not T1 • 
' po'int topolor.,y on " a finite set anci 1 t is 
' ' 
--..... . . 
~5 and··~F6 az:e proven by e;iv.inr; X ·th~--right nal'f-open 
i.ntP.r~al ' topolOf?',Y ( basis. ~iven by S~ts Of the. form 
[a, b) ) which is both '~'4 and. '1' 5 ·~ ,_ H'owever, the pr~H1Uc·t 
topolor.;y on X x X. -ts· neither T4 J?Or -Tc:. 
. . r ) 
C9 is proven by 
t the only 'open 
include ~ r;i v:en 
e;ivinp; X the exc l{ided point top?lop-.,y 
sets other than· x are those which do not 
, . 
poi.nt ) .which is conip~ct. l'iOW ·any subs~t . · 
which does not · corit.ain the excluded point is open and 
• • ' # 
has .the. d iscr,te topolo~gy which is not. compact • . 
. . . 
A5 is pro-ven by con,siderin~ the divi s or topol~~ on ~+ 
· ( basis p;iven by sets of. th~ r form Un • . the se~ ·or a 1.1' 
divis~rs of ? ) · which is T4 • If we now consider the 
prime multiples of 2 as a s.ubspace, it has the pr1rticular 
. . - ' 
point topolo~ which is not T4 • 
<1 , 
'Dl, D2, D3, D? and D8 all follow from the fact_ , that every. 
. . 
functton into the indiscrete topology is1 continuous ·and 
0 • 
·t.l'lis t 'opolOf'.'S is np.ither .T0 ' · T1·, .. T2 ~ reg\tlar ·nor normal •. 
. . 1,;0 
,:!J (~~} 
D4, D5, and D6 ~ollow .from the fac~ t~a~ · every f~ction · 
o . 
from ·the di_scret·e . topcHogy is continuous and t~:i. s topoloe-.y 
if~ T:; .' T4 and T5 • . 1 
Cl?. " and Cl3 are ·proven by r;ivin~ X the e~clu~ed :point 
~opology which is connect~d an~ path ,9onnec'te~f, whereas 
any open se.t is neither connecte d n·or path connected. . 
'. 








c : I 
. ' ~ 
'. 







: ', ' 
1 • 
) 
' , '" I I • 
... · . . 
. . 
I 
· properties· are q-heredi tary. 
A9, AlU, A12 and Al~ follo~ from the fact tb~~ if · ~ 
·· ·property is. not. G-heredi.te.ry then i·t is · not heredi.tary • . · 
0 
Al4 is .proven by ~ivin~ [-1, ll , the .ove:r;-lappin·FS interv·~l 
td~o~or:..Y. ( .r:cnerat_ed by set~. of th~ - fo~' ·C-1'1b) for b>O 
and (a,ll for a<o) \"'hich :L.s locally'connccted·• Th~n· 
we ·nave that the subspace topo l~ey . on to, 1l is the . r·ir:ht 
•· 
. . . " ha~f-open i'nterval topolor,y whi.ch is ,not locally connected. 
. . 
·rhus' we have the' table complete_d and we illustrate 
its usefulneos by the foll_owinp:: 
.: 
• J 
Example:' Suppose we :have a space X wl:tich iR hoth T 2 and 
, .· connected. However, . we require · a topology on ~ whi~h 
· · t;Js connected but ·not T2_~-- Usin~ the table ~e s~e tha~ 
·x X X witl be connected· ancl T2' ·but · now if 'we pro'j'ect . 
this "topology' onto X· vte have that the .res~itinp; -topolor:>Y 
is connected si'nce the · pro'perty ~s. C-hereditary but · the · 
space ~s not necessarily T2 ; This . e;ives a possibl_e, 
easy constructio~ of - ~ur r~quired ~pace. ~nother con-
. , .. -·· 
struction whic.h ~ives the same .. results i.s that. of takinr~ 
· the quotient topology on X. · 
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Three , Useful ~opal md cal . Structures- -bp the paMssian Ipt~iers 
~ ,· . 
'" Iil this chap:ter w~ will ,consiP,e'r ·extensions of 
~apologies,~~ the_ ration~l ·integers to topolo~ical 
structures on the Gaussian- intep;ers·.. HecE:tU:se ·the Gaussian 
~ntegers are mo~e comple-x thl:ln the . rationa 1 _integer.s, " 
we" haV~ to be, careful O:f OUr definitionA since' a seemingly 
' . 
non-trivial ba~Jis may lead to~ a triv:J.at topology. : . · 
... 
. I . _. 
• /.) • • ~ 1 • ' 
To illustrate ··~ow .:~such a tri~ia~ t _opolo·f';! ~en be 
d-efined ·~e take a proof·w~ich was ~iven by SQlOm<?n ·W. 
Golomb ih the American Mathematical Monthly in 1959, 
. ' . ' " t . 
cham~e it slightly but still l~av·e . it valid, ·tind ·then 
extend it to the Gaussian intep;'ers and note the conse-
quences. Hence, we state. the followin'g: · 
'Theorem·: Ther: flre infini tel;Y. many - ~:imes. ·. - . . \ . 
.l:Toof: Since. the 'set of --'inte~~rs. ls ~ynimet:ric . abo~t the 
orip;in we ne·ed ·oniy consider 'the set i+ or positive 
. . . . . . . . ' . 
intep.;ers. We <lei'ine a basis for .a topolo~ on pt' by . : 
·dec lari~g ,c)pen. all sets B( a, b) • the set of'·' inte~ers. ·or 
the form a+bn.where a,b E 1(+, .n E ~' and .t{Et~b);.l. We 
see\hat '$ ~ uB(a,b) covers I+' ~nd B(a,"b) - n B(a* ,b•) ."= ¢ 
or B(-a,b} ~ B(a 1 ,b 1 ) • B(q,ch·,.b'J) ~her~ .q ·i ·s the smallest 
ele~ent in the _ int~rsection and· Cb,biJ is the · least 
common · multipl~ or. band b 1 ~. Hence, we see that~ does 
indeed form a basis· for a ·topolop;teal stx:p . 'eture . on-~+. · 
-Now since ~1~ ... f.''B(2·~ lJ it is a. clos~d . ~b·set or ,.-·. 
' ~e conS4-der A~+ .. { ~' · 2J>, . 2P~ •• ·> where· p ·is prime, ~~d 
we note that _J \AP = B(l,p~ u· B(2,p) u .~. u B(p-l,p) 
and lienee Ap is clos·ed·. If we assume there are .-·only _ . ..,
:fini~el_y man.,y p~imes, {p1 , p2;, ••• , P.k~ we have that . . · . 
·ApL u AJ?2 ~ ••• u Apk is. c 'losed, but ~\Ap1 u ••• u ~pk· - ·.dl} 
which' is also closed; Now this impossible since it' is 
. , 
". 
. . . ~ 
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. .J' ·. ·, 
. ' 
,. ' 
.... \ . I I 
connected~ There :fore, . w~ have a contradiction ·and hence 




An extension . of . this proof to the ~~~ussi~n, integ~rs a 
results in the foilowing: 
~ 
. 
The'orem: There · are infinitely . many Gaussian primes • 
. ftoof~: If' we consi1ier the. Gaussian" integers in' the .. SBJDe 
' ~ .. . ~ 
wa_y we c·onsidered the rational inte_p;er.s .\ve see ~hat ' the . 
Gaussian ·plane · can be divided i~to .· four synim~tric parts_,. -
· na~ely, the · four quadr~nts. · We · take '/!. to · be the· qU:adrant. 
. . . . 
in whtch the integers a+bi ar.e such that ·a · E ;+ and. b E lJ. 
A~ w~ ·qan see~ ·ii we 
. . 
take the union 
. . 
~+ u i·r u -1-r. u -1·r ·i·tF" ~=~ f+ 
•> • 'we. see t .:Qat we have all 
' 
, 
the G~ussian integers ~~~; 
'· ' .. -~ ~· - - r - . - ~ .. "f .. . . . . .(... ' .. . . ., ~ · .... " ' ~+: ~· ~ . .. 
. Qi) 
.' 




.· .. ' , ..... 
Fi!!,Ure ~ .1 
The · Gaussian Plane 
' except 0. ( This is 
·. ·ana.iogue to 1+ u - ·1·"+. ). 
Henc·e, we need 'on.ly · 
·e~:tend 0~ topology ori r 
to . a ~opol.ogy · ~n f'. . We . 
de:f'ine· a' to'pology,,on r 
by d.ecla~ing open' ~·11 sets 
)~Ca..~t;i) = the set or ail ·· 
$ussian integers. <>.r the 
: .. , ; form· a~o~ .1 wher_e . a,f3. f . ~+, · 
. . (~, ~) • 1 , 6 ; ~ r u' < 9~ and 
. · a:tJoJ3 E· r ... The restr.ic- . . 
tio~ . that a.+of3 ~ .t;+' is ne:cessa~y .since i_ is .not closed 
under 'multiplicati.on whe~e~s · r · is.. ' N~w ~ • UB(a,~) . . -
covers ~+ . s·o to show that · ]J .. is · a.' ba~is w~ i;le~~ to . show_ 
that B(a,~) n_ B(~' ,·p_l) • B(d,'i3) or ~ •. · . 0 
. 
. I .• . ,'. . , 
·If' at this point we assumed that 'f, '!as inde.ed a ·' · ~-
. ' o· - , , . 
basis for 1the topology our proof would· continue as it . 
. . I ' ~ . ~ . 1 • 
: ..:......___' 
. I 
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. ' 
t,;> 
· . dicl in tpe ·rS;tional cas.e. ·Howeve.r, w~ look more clo.Sely 
. , at·~. 'Ne findJ
1 
that l(k. {a+ki , I: a. · ~ ~+} .: a .B((k+l)i,l) .. ~~> 
n~B(~.i+l,-i); a~d. Ilk ·. {k+ai I ·a ~ . If} ~ .. B(k-l,i) n B(k:t-1,1)• 
Hj)nce~ we huv.:e . that for all k,- !k.is open and ~k· i~ op~~· ~ 
Now if·we tak~ a point · a+bi~G ~ then we .have that 
{ K+bi}· . ·• ~~' n .1'1a aJ?i is therefore open.· So .we s~e ·that 
r has . the' d·i~crete -top? logy' ?pe>quit·e' different fro~ 
the .one- we wished to extend.: 
. . . ~ 
' 
'd> 
Since the ~opology . .,arose .. froin one · .o~ the space of 
rational integers and our problems resulted from the fact 
. .. . ,. . . . 
that the posi-tive rational integers are closed with . · 
. . . ' . + • ,· . ' 
respect to multiplication, .whereas ~ is not.· 1herefore, 
it seems . rea.son~ble that' i< we wis\1 to define ~ . topolop:y' 
·on (", we first . define. one ~or .the ·who.le o·r the Gaussian 
integers and . then consider the_ subsp~~e tqpology • 
.. ~ . . 
This is what we will do .. with the topology Harry 
. . 
Fur.stenberg used in his paper On thettinfinitude·· of 
Primes" ., 1 · Furs~enberr.; introduc.es a to'po.logy on . the set 
of rational inteeers by usin~ arithmetic·. pro6reas.ions 
• ' 
1  
· aS a basis.· . With ' this . topolo&,j'·, which makes 't normal 
.. ... . . . " . . ' 
I ,' 
ancP metrizable, ·h:e provres that ther·e ~re 'infinitely 
many prime's. 
• I 
We will now look clos,e.ly at this space and .cf~scuss 
the topological propert!es ' it-has. In our ~iscus~ion 
. . 
B(a,b) will represent the arithmetic progression a+nb. 
" ' I , 
.Hence, we have the following: 
'Theorem 1: ·The··spac-e is T.O' ·T1 , ·.and ~2 • . 
Pro-or: Pick c ~u.ch that ·ca-b,c) ... 1. Tpen a ~ t. B(a,c)~ .. 1 
bE B(~,c) and tl(a,cj.~ B(b,c) ~ ~ • . Hence, the spac~ is 
T2 and theref ore 'i\ all:~ .. T0 •. 
. ~·





• • > 
. ) . 
.. ~ ' . , . . . . 
. ~ ' . 
-: ' . . .. . 





' . Th~orem. 2:·· '.r}le sp~ce i~ ... ~~+-rlp '1'5 ; rer;ular· and normal. · 
Proof': 'The spac~ i.s metri·zable and :hence it is T5 • A 
. rr:5 spa~e is T_4 • ~inc.e the · s~a~e is T 1 and T_4, it is '~ ~ 
and normal. A - ~0 , T3 space is .regular. 
is not compact! .! . . 
13 
Theqrem 3: T~e space 
Pr6of: We. cover t . by 
ot primes. This· is 
open sets _ conGistin~ ot the multiples 
' . 
an.inf~nite open cover _having no 
finite 'subcover· a~d hence .the space is not compact. 
/~ . 1 
.. Theotem 4: -The space ,is not locally compact,. 
Pr.o~_f:. We take .an arbi.trar;r neip;hbourh~o~· B_(a,b) of c 
and show that it is_ not compact~ Fi~st, 'we cover part 
of B(a,b) with B(a,2bJ .• . The~ ~e . tak'e _the number c.los~st 
to a -which is not covered • .. If there rare several -we· take 
.e. . ' • 
either, ~ay d. We then ~se the open set H(d,3b) as ~art 
. . . . . . 
~ o.f . our cover. Continuinr; .. in. this manner we hav'e an 
infinite o~~~ cb~~r · -whi_~h ha_~ ho finite subc~ve~ and 
. pence w~ _ find that ~h~ space i~ not lo~all~ compact. 
Theorem 5: The space is neither connec·:ted nor path 
c'onnec ted. 
~oof_ : ·The. se.ts .tl(i,·2), B(2,2) fo~m a non-trivial sep-
aration of. ihe space. and ·hence -it ·is · not c~nnected: · ~ 
space which . is _n6t 6onrtected'i~ · not · pat~ ~onnected. · 
~ . ! 
Theorem 6: The space is not locally connected. 
' I ' 
Proof: · B(a,b) ... B(a,2b) u ~B(a+b;· 2b), 1. e~ vie have a 
non-trivial ~eperati_o.t;t- -~f-. an arbitrary neiP;hbou~hootl. 
We now con.siP,er an extension ~f this topology·· to 
the_ Gaussian integers and we will cali - ~his new. -.topology 
the up en ·s~t T~pology (0 ~ - s. · .T.). We . ~a :fine thi~ top-
ology by takin~ as a basis · the'· open set~ , H(a.,~h-~ Ga~ss.ian . 
in.t~gers of th~ form, ct+O~ where · a., ~, 6 r6 rJ .-·_We see : th~ t 












. ' j .14 
! 
I . 
. . ·,. . .. 
I ,>'• 
, ~ ¢ t~,en it ts. 8ca:,ii) where -~n is some · e.lcment tn the 
. . I - . . 
· intersection and ~ is .. the ·least common multiple of f3 
, . I . 
and (3 r. ' Lookin~ at . th.e properti~-~ . of this topology 
.. · · ~e h·ave the fo liowinr": 
I I -
The ore~ ? : '.rhe ~pace is· T0 , '1\: and· Tr 2 • _ 
J:Toof:. Picky €1~ such that (a.~f,y) . = 1. 'l:h'en o: E 
~ ( B(l3,y)' ~nd jB(ci.,y) n B(p\Yt • ¢. Henoe, t.he · apac 
. , . 
T2 and. th:~refo:fe ·T1 and T0 • 
. . . I 
• r . 
- The 'ore~ · a: .. The spac~ ~s ~, ~-nd ree;ular • . . · 
P.roof: Let~ be closed in $. . ~nd let a be a point 
.I 
- ' 
· is in the complement .of A. If A ·is finite we ta~ the 




We : tbe.n consider the set . of' norms of a ~1 these d fferenc~s 
and· .Pick 'the largest eleY!I.ent· in this s~t·, say 1. .Now , 
' . . (> 





open· a·~ts. If A i~· infinite· then A= ~\(uB(o:,~ ).• n("\B(o:-,13)). 
1 ' l , • • • I 
¢\A ·is open giving Us the.required separation.· If the 
· If th~ . i~tersection.is finite .then A is : als~ o]en and ._ 
· · intersecti.~m ·is infini..te -we · take an· i~tersecti ~ of ~:mly 
' ~ 
i. finite ly':.many - of the se~s, e~ch -not containina; the :point 
a. 'rhis ~ivea us.·an open set containing A and having a.ri 
ope-? complement oon'taining a;; ,·· .Hen.ce, the apacl is T 3 .and 
since it is_ ~lso ~0 it ia· regular., . . : 
Theoirem 9: · The .BJ?ace is second colintable. 
. . 
Proof: Every basic open set is specified by a· pair of 
G~ussian integers ·and this is a ' ~o~ntable . set. Hence .• 
' . ' . 
the space has a countable basis. 
. . , . 
Theorem i~_ : ~he ap·a.ce is T5~ T4-.' T3 , regular .an4 normal.· 
Proof: A.ccording to <14-> a ~econd .countable . T3 space is 
·T5 an~ hence T4 .-· . _A. T4,, T1 :space .. is T3 and normal • 
. . 
.TheQrem 11.: The space < is-not ··compact. 
' . . .... , .... , ~ . . . ~ ' . 
.. ·~ 
: . 
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• •• 
I • { • I • 
-~oof.: We cover ~. h;r: the open sets · conal.~ting of
1 
mui t_iples 
.. oi primes • . · Si~ce there ~e infinitely ·many· o.rimes ·this ' 
r- · is an· .infinite. ·~oy~r . ha~inp; no finite subcov~r. , and hence 
the space · ie n t compact. 
. . . 
,. 'fheorem 12': space 1~ not locnl·lY compact. . 
J:>ro.of:' W,e t~ ~ an arbitrary neip;hbourhood .B(a.',s) . of y " 
and ~~ow ·tha~ it is ' not compact.· F~rst.~ w~ cove~ .. pa.rt 
oi; th1· n.cir..!;tbourhood with B(cx,2J;) •. Then., · wo take the 
p;(~ clos~. t .. to n . ~hich has not b~on cover~d. If · th.ere · 
arP. . several~e use e:L-ther, s~y ·5. · · We~ then·use B(b,3.~) 
in o~r cover. Continuing the process . we . a~rive ~tan t 
infinite cover · for H(n,~) which h~s no.finite ~ubcover 
and hence the apace · i~ nQt locally compact. 
Theorem 13: Th~ space i~ neither connected nor. P?~~ 
connected • 
. f>r.oof: 'l'he sets B(l\ l+i) t B(2°,1+1) .fo,~m a non:..t.rivial 
seperati.on f.or: the· space and hence 1 t · is not coru'lected. 
f ' • • ... • ' • 
~ Since "the apac~ in not connected it . i~ not path conneet~4· 
'· . 
. , . 
· Theorem 14: The space .,is not locally connected. 












.: .. . 
We n~w ·.consider .. the subspace tdpolor,y on t whieh 
' . .. . 
is introd~ced by the Open s'et .TOI_>O,lO~ "and . deeidfJ .how 
·~t compares with the topology useq ·by Furstenberg . We 
find that · ~l~ prop~rties are the same and hence formulate 
the f'o}lowi~~ : · .· . , 
·' 
... ' 
' I J . 
Theorem: The .'' F.urstenbe-~g' Topology on t and the subsp~ce 
.topolqpzy introduced b;y .th:e ·Op~n Set T.?I>Oloey are the .. · 
same. 
. 
·Proof: First we show that every open set in the · Fursten-
. berg Topology is open in the 0. s. T. on t. Take 
... 
1) . " 
• 
. " 
~·· . . 




,......~ .. ,-. 






0 = uB(a,b). We want to · show that there is .'a U·f o. S .•. T. 
on ~·· ~uc~ that 4 n '/. . = 0. For e9:ch ·B(~, b) -c 0 ·we pick 
·B(a,b~ C u· and then B(a,b) n ·'t ·• B(a,b) ~d ruB(a,b)l n 't 
.. y B( a , b) . ~ 0. · 
. · Now we .show that ·every ope~ set in the O. S. T. on 'f. is 
ope·n in the "Fur~tenbe·rg" Topology. . Take 0 = U· n 'f. :.her·e 
.-. :· . 
. · . :~ 
: . . ' 
• , 1 , 
• 
.. 
~ • u~(~.~) and U ~ o. s. T. on ·-· ~o~ B(n,~) n 't a B(a;l~l~ 
- . tl . 
where ·a B n+b~ for some 6 (if a does not extst then. · 
B(cx,P) n f/· • ~ ) • Hence~ 0 has the form uB(a.,b) which is .. 
· open in the ':"Fur·s:tenberg" Topology. 
~ 
' 
'rher'efqre, since -~he two topolo~ies are the same t . 
' \ ' • ' .. ' • ' I 
th·e 0. s . . T. on ~ is indeed a . generaliza~ion of the· 
. ,. ·, . . \ 
.· "Furstenberrs" Topolo~. .. 
I 
. + . 
. . Other .useful _subspaces.of ~are ·JJ , lft and' lt1 , at;ld 
these all bave " th~ same 'propert.ies as t~e. ·total Sl}llCe -~• 
We -wil~ return to. ·this - ~orylop;ical atnic~:u·re later . and 
discuss its value·· in · bed,ng applicable to.· part~culs.r · 
. 
' . 
problems in number theory. 
r 
. ' ~he' next topology ,we cons ide~ i 's the one. used·· by • 
• Solomon W. Golomb in a paper entitled ~A Connected 
Topolo~ for . . the' Inte~ers". 2 He ' defined: a . topoioFor on i by takin~ as a basis arithmeti.c pro~es~ions .or th.e ·. · · 
form ·an+b where ·a and bare relatively prime • . This 
. ' - . . .. . . . 
': 
topological structure on~ was then .used . to prove the1 _ 
'inr.initude of the p~~es and .the space' ~s fourtd to be . \ 
T2 and connected but· ~either T3 ·nor com~ct. 
. . . ~ . 
. . 
..... -
Vie· add t .o . Golomb i a analysis of this topolo!;S,Y the 
following: 
Theorem. lll-: The ·space is Ti and. .T0 , .but, ~.t. is . neither _ 
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. . . . '\~ I • 
·. T4, ·.T5, . r~p;ular,. ilor~al<4. locally; com~ac_t, nor paracomJ>S:Ct • .' 11 
~oof·~ A ~2 a~ac~ is T1 9:nd T0 • · 'l'he ~pace_ is T1 but · not .-· 
'1'3 and hence . not T4 ~ Since the space is not T4 _·it. i_~ 
ne·ither Tt; nor ·norm_al _ an~ -since it is not T3 it 1 s . not 
re_gular. The space is,_T2 but not·T3 and Q.ence neither · 
locally compact nor paraco)llpac t • . · 
• , ,.. ,.~ / , , I "' 
Theorem 15: 'I' be ·space fs . not locally· connect.ad. 
- . . • , I 
~oof: Supp~~ - N i~ 'an ope~ neighbo~rho~d of 1 CQ.n-
' . t~ined in B( 1, 2); let ;1+2n E N for s ·ome. n . >. 0 • .. 
· · · n+l · Thei:l· U · a: B(l,2 ) is an open ·subset of B(.l,2), 
whose re.lative comple~ent .V· is qpen and c~n"':' f . 
t·ain~ -1+2n ( since V ~ J:S(l,2)\BC·l.,2n·•:l>. 
2°-1 ( n+l}· · · ~ Ui=l · B l+?i,.2 ) • Thus U:· n N and V n N 
seperate .i~_, so 13( ~,2) cannot· contain sny 6_pen 
connected neighbourhood of 1. ·Thus the · space 
is .. not locally connected.3 
•' I 
Theorem 1(): The space· is .. not path' connected. 
To · 
·· 11:-oof: Assume tho space is path conneStted and p: ro·, 11 ""* 'I 
is a path connect in~ a - ~nd b... rfow . ~inc·e I is T1 , p pass.e~ 







.· . preimages under p ·mua·t be' disjoine· closed a~b'sets. of [0,1) •. 
. ' ! ' ' . . . • . . 
I . 
. - ., ' 
· Hen~e we have .that. CO, ll c~· be~ W'rit~en as a · countable .. 
union of disjoint closed sets which is a· co,ntradiction 
,. ' • I • ' ~ 
:and therefore t ,he -space is not path connected& .. 
' - ' 
. We again _extend ._thi~ :top(>logy ·to one on the Gaus~ian 1 · · -(1 
integers. ,· This new topology will be · called the Relatively · : 
.Pri~e Open Set Topology ( R •. ,P. ·o·. s. T.) and .is defined. 
' • t ,' "'(, I J • .' , ' • ' ' • 
. by open sets which are arbitrary unions ~nd finite . 
? • i . • / ~ ~ .. . . . . 
.intersections 'of the sets B(a, t3) -.. -Gaussi~n integer~;J of . 
the ·form a+6J3 where a,(',o · f tJ and (cx,p) ;. 1. r.ow we 
, ' . ,. ) ' I n • 
• • o • I 
0 
• ~ i ~~l 1 • 
~unterexam~les in Topo lo~_', . L;Yn~ ,; • . Steen ·and J. Atothur 
See bB:~~- '· Ho 1 t, Rinehar_t al').d Wins.t~n., Inc. ( 1970).. 83 •· . : 
: 0 
i'f · 
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prove the ·following·: . · \ 
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Theorem: _Se~s of . the f.orm B( a,~) form a pas is for the . . _ 
topology 'oJ1. '/r.. · " •;.. · . . . .. 
. Pr?or: O:t'viou.sly '$_ · ... ~B(~~ f3L ·:_oyers ''/r • • We nee.d only -.rove 
that B(a.,~) n ,B(a.!,(31) a B(a.,~) or~. Now either B("a.~) ­
n_. B(a.l,~l) ·=¢or ·B(~,~)' ~. -B(g.~;~'- ) -~ ¢ .• . Ir'·the i~ter-· 
sTction is n~t. empty .w~ have _· cp ~ . B_(CI',"(3)_ n ~(a.' ,0~·): ~nd · ~-
we ~~?im that.B(a,r3) .n ~<a.',l3') := B(cp,ti3,~' :J)_~he':e .. rl3,~'? . -
is the ·leas1i·· common m~ltip;t.e of t:-/and (3 1 .• and· it is .· 
·· ~ef~~e~ .~ec~usi\ot u.nique ' fac~p~~~t~on· ~n . ~ •.. . We_;· ~ow . .. 
giv~ a p~oof of · the· above claim •. ~First, we show that 
B(~ .. ~) n_ B(a.l·,a.t) ~- i. (cp~ C(3,13 .'l)_• ~e·· ·a:s·ftu~e . x £ B§cx.,(3) . _ 
. n,.B(cx',~' . ) anQ. hence'):(. a+5p"' cx'+o 1 ~_1.. But 'cp € B(a,~) -
,· 
·-
··.n B(a.t ,~I) whic:h ·~iv~·s cp a a.+6o~ ~ rt -1 +66~'. - ~ow _we . h~ve. , . · \ 
x;-<P .=· (o;...o0)(3 ~ (o· 1 -~b)~ 1 • . Th_erefore,, C(3,(3~'l f-'(x-~) .. · . 
. and henc.e · x ... cr>+.bEp, f3' J fo~ ;some· b' .E '/r.·· . Hence .·x E B( q>, [13, ~I J) •. · .. 
. . •. ~ ~4 • . l 
Next ·, we snow that B(q>,t~;pLJ) c B(a.,~) . ''l B(a',-r='Y• we· .. 
~ . . . • • . . I 
a'ssume _:x t B(cp,-tf3 ·,~rJ) :'and c~,~ 1 J • rl3 = · Y · ~· . ·_·Now . 
x e,. ~g CJ3", (3!] = a:+60 (3+BYP ·:· ~ cx.,1 +obp ., +9Y' ~' : an~ there_f~r.e 
x ~ B(a., p) n B(a. I · ,~ f). He~cie f, is a :t?atl'is. for our 
topology~ \ 
.• . / 
As before', ·we now .c.ons.ider 'tll'e fo-llowiri~: _ .,: 
• . .• 1_'-
. . Theorem ~7: - The· spaae is T0 o.~~ T4 (bu.t is ne!ther .T1 , . 







Proof·: If". tx J CJ"J 13:._we p~ck y such that Gx-J3,y) •· (a.;y) · • 1.. 
. ..  . ., . ' . . . . 
Then: a · { B(a, y) and ~ t 'B(·a;y) a "If' a • 9· we pic}{ t such . 
that (13,Y) . ·-1 al)d 'tileD:_ ·~ E .B<(p,y) and a.,: t B(f3,y) .-
Similarly if J3 .:· _o. He,nce_ the _ sp~ce is ~ ~o· s _ince ~th~ . 
-- only <?Pen set cont~i!nin~ ze~o is· the t _otal ·sPfJ:ce , · the 
space it$ neit~er T1 _n·o.r T2 • . The . spa.'ce is not T3 ei~ce 
every closed set·· contains zero_ ~nd the . ·~mJ.Y·. open set .:· · ~ 
e- • • • 
is _.the totalo spac_e;. · The' $,pac~ is T4 • 
there are no· disjoin~ ,. closed seh~ 
' .. containi,ng' zero 
0 ' •• • 
· "{_acuously ~ince 
. II 
.•. r . , •. 
\' 
. . . 
. . 
. . , 
·. 
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Theorem 18: The space is not.T • 
ProQf: We ~oneider the. s~te ~ lr and ·{2o:\0} ·,which II are' 
s:perated· in ¢. We have ~r~.-= ~ .• o~ and ·{2a\o} • {2o:}. 
~f the set {1} is c6v~red by'~+OY then·we re~uire that ·_ 
. { ~+cy} n {2o.~ .. ¢ and t?eref'ore ·we ;fiJ.:ld that. ·this open 
s~t om~s~ contain-the•progressi~n {l+by~ where r is even 
·· and henc·e Y . €' {2a}. Now if cp+o9 is in. the .open. cover ~f 
.{2o:} ·and it contains y ~e ~ave, that for some o0 , y = 1P+900. 
Since (a,~) = .1 ·we~have (o.,y.) = 1 a.nd hence {<p+oe} n {~+&y~ 
i's 'infinite. Henc~ '· no disjoint neip;hbourhoods exist • 
r . 
Theorem 19: The space is ·compact, loca~l~ cbmp~ct and~· 
paracomp~ct~ ! 
Proof:· 'rhe total space. must ·:be contained in every open 
. ~ . ' ' \ 
cover and hence every cover bas•a finite subcover. Th~s, . 
a , . 
t;he space o is c.ompac.t and therefore locally compact · and_.,., 
paracompact • 
• \ Q 
. Theorem 20: The space is connected. 
, h-oof: Th'e only open - closed set 1n this topology. is 
the total · space. · 
Theorem- 21: '.rhe s~ace l 1s not · path connecte_d. 
Proo~: Assume if: [0·, ll :-> rJ ·is a pq.th conne?ting a, b { ~. 
If f does not pass through zero, since it passes through 
. I . 
·a· countable n_umb"er of points which are ~loaed~ we ~ave a 
that [O,lJ c~n be expressed os ~ 6ountable u~ion - of .-
. d;i~joint closed. setA, which is a contradiction. · If f -
pJsses throu~h zer·o·,' say .f(n) · a 0 then ·Yie . conside~· f((Oj)l)) 
' 
and if this is never zero we arrive .at the same ·contrE,ldic-
tion as above. In .this ~ay we can eliminate a~ zer?a 
.and thus ~l~~ys arrive . at a· contradiction which proves 
our · theorem. 
Theo~em 22: The ·space is not locally connected. 
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~ 0 . 
U B(a:+~ ',(i+l)~~~ Hence, we hav.e a sepera.ted neighbour.:._~·. ·. · 
hood and therefore the s~ace ia ·riot locally connec~ed. ~ I . . 
. 
, We now consider the eubspace topolq~ inherited by 
"t1 from the R~. P •. 0. s. T. on ~. We find tha~ this space · 
·has the same _properties as those of the. "Golomb'' ··Topology 
on I and therefore we state and prove the followin~: 
• • ! 
Thcor.em: Tho "Golomb" Topology on ~ iw- the snme rls the 
. top~-logy on I; inherited from . the R. F.. 0. _. S .. T. on '}. 
Proof: 'First we show ·that an open set in· the "Golomb" 
. • .J • 
Topqlogy is ?Pen in the_ subspace topolo~y. An open set 
·. in the "GoloMb" ·Topology ia a 'union of . seta 'Of the form 
~n+nb> ~~d th~se sets are simply··. {a+ob> n 11 which-·are open 
in .the .subspace topology • . .Now we show that an open set · 
in the subspace t~pol.oF.Y is open in th~·- »_Golomb" Topolop;y. 
We take . B(a:,~) . - {a:+o~) which is apen in¢. Now we 
. • I • . 
consider B(a:,J3) n l(~ If this empty then ·it is open in · 
..... • J 
• 0 
the. "Gol~mbn Topolop;y. If· it is not empty then 'it 
~ contain~ an cl~men~·a which is telativel~ prim~ to p. ~ 
· our inter~ect.ion is simply ja+n 1 ~-H which is ~i~o · op~n· . 
in the "Golomb n Topology. Hen co,. the two topolo~ieo aro 
... 
the sam~ a·nd ." the R. ,. P. 0. S •. T. on rJ is ind~ed an extension 
~f the "Golomb" Topology. \ 
No.w we look at ·the sul?space topolor;zy, on rJ+ and 
consider the £ollowin~~ 
. ·· Theorem 23: The apace is ~0 • . .. 
Proof: ~ itself is T0 and this property is hereditary. 
' ,• 
I 
Theorem 24: · The space is T2 and T 1 • 
Proof: We can ,seperate a:,~ by B(~,y) and B(~,y) .where 
(n-rf,y). (~~:y) .1· . . ~ Thus the ~pace · 1sT2 andT1 • 
.. • • 
Theorem 25,( The space. is not T3• 
















- ~ - ~ -
. 1 · 2-1 
. .' 
·. ·. Proof: We take the poi'nt 1 and the c1osed' 'set { 26 . I' 6 E_. r} . 
Now an open .covering of 1 which does not meet ~2~} must 
contain a progression .~1+y6}, where.·~ is even. That i~,. 
y t {2b}. · Let ~~·b~} be 'the member of the open covering 
or· · {2o} which contains y. Thus we ha-ire· y ~ ~+bo" and . 
· since (ci,Jj) =· ·1 we have <r .• e) = 1, and hence {a+b~~ n {1+bY~ 
ie·infinite. There·fol.'e, we cannot .rind disjoint . nei~hb'our- ~ 
hoods. · 
• u 
Theorem 26: The space is .neither T4 , T5 , ~egular, norm~1, 
compact, locally compact:._nor ··paracompact·. 
~oof: The _spa~e is T1 and ~ot T3 so therefore it _is not 
T4 • . Since it is not T4 .~t· is neither T5'. nor no.r.mal. 
9ince it ·1~ ~ot T3 it is not. regular and since it is T2 
but no~ T3 it is neither compact,- locEiily compact n~_r 
paracoi'np_ac t •. 
. ' 
Theorem 27: The. space ·is connected. ·: - . 
Proof: We take A == _{a+o~} and· B • {Y+bcp} to be disJoint 
open sets in ~. Their closures con~ain multiples of ~ 
- . ' . . 
~d y respecti~el.y ~nd ·.hence are not· disjoint •. ...yow 
A I • A n rj+ and . Bl . ,. B n tF: o.re disjoint open sets with 
' intersecting closbres and si~ce ev~ry basic open .set in 
rJ+ can be expressed in ·th.e . same. Wf!Y as · A I above, we have 
" ' • 1,.\ ..t"- 0 • 
that the space · :ls conne.cted ( see .<1> ) •. 
• r ~: • , ,. 
Theorem 28: The · sp~ce· is not p~th connected. 
· ·. Proof: ·The ·proof of this theo:rem).s analogue . to the 
p~oQf of ~heorem 16 • 
... ~ .. ' 
·Theorem 29: . The space is no.t locally connected. . 
Proof: If (i+1) ,f . ~ and (1+1) ,f (a+f-1) t}?.en B(a,J3) n r 
• (B(a,(f+l)l3) n-f;+) , u (B(a+~ 9 (i+l)f3) · n ~t) •.. Hence, ·we 
have a seperated neighbourhood and there.fore the space 
' - . 
i s not.local~ connected. 
0 1 











F,inally we look. at tbe subspace topology on· the. 
' - ' 
subset 11 and we fave the followi~g: 
22 
. . Theo~em . 30: The ·spac·e is T0 ; . 
·I 
1 • I 
.. 
Proof: 1- fs ·T0 and 1?hi.s pr.operty is hereditary. 
Theorem 31: Th~ spac~ is T2 and .T1 • -
Proof: The open ·se.ts have rational common diffe.rence : and 
st~rting point in ~1 • We seperate a+i an~ b+i by ,the . 
sets B(a+i,c) and B(b+i,c) where (c,(a+i)(b+i}) c: 1 · 
. . . 
. ::; (c,a-b). · Hencc . the space is r_r2 and therefore ~i; 
' . . I 
·~ 
'rheorem 32: The space .is ·not ~3·• Pro~f: We consider the P?int i and the set {(i+l)Q}. n tt1 • ~ow {<1:1)6} · n .~1 • .· {~i+l) + 2k} a_nd 1 't {Ci+.l) +. 2k1}• · 
We assume · ~ covers i nnd 0 n ~(i+l) ~ 2k~ e f6. Now 0 
contains {yo~l} where y ?as the for~ (i+1)+2k. Let 
{ a+o~} be in the operi cov~_rin~ of { ( ~+1)6} · n 11. such that 
. · for s·ome· 609 y • a+o0~. r-.o~ ·, (a.,¢) a 1 -> (y,~) • 1 and 
. hence {n+O~~ n ~l+CY} i~ infinite and thus the space is 
n.o.t T3• 
'.Cheorem. 3?: The _ space 19 neither T4, T 5 , recylar, 
compact, locally comp'act . nor paracompact. 
normal, 
:Proof: ·The .spf:\cc is T1 but not T 3 and hence ·not T 4 • A 
A space 
but .not 
' space which is . not T 4 .'is neither . T5 nor normal. 
which is not . T 3 is not rep;ular • ·. The space is T 2 




Theorem 34.: The space is.., connected. 
: .. 
Proof: The closure of ~ny basic op~n set contain's th~ 
muitiples of the, common ' difference deffnin~ the set' and 
t .herefore two disjoint 'open sets ·do not have di~joint 
closures whfch makes ·~he space connected. 





c . • 
: . . \ . 
'I 
Proof: A5ain the'proof of this theorem is· analogue . to 
the proof .of TheoreTil 16. 
' J • ~ 
, I . . . . . 
Thebrem 36~ The space is not locall: connected. 
Proof: If. (i+l) -k a. · and (i+.l) ~ (ex.+~) then B(a.,S) n »f1 
= (B(a·,(i+l)f) n ~1)_' u (B(cx+~,(i+l)~) n 1(1 ) •. "Hence, we 
~ave a aeperated neighbourhood and therefore the space 
is not locally. connected. 
. . . 
The final topolQ~ ·we wish to discuss in this chapter 
is not,one . wh~ch has been motivated by some paper ns were 
the previous two, but it appears . _to be'. of some value in 
thiR present discu~sion. This topolopo;y wiLl be c~lled 
t~~: .. -s .trair;h t Line Closed Set Topo ~~~ (S. ·lJ· . C • . ~. · ~. )- · 
and is defined .by the closeq sets ~(d~~) • Gaussian 
· integers of 'the form CX.+nf3 where (ex.,~) • 1, a., Jj 1 :E ~ and 
. . 
n f ~'and arbitrary.intersections · and ,finite unions of 
~ I 
such .sets. 
. . . 
" In this topolo~ we see tha~ all points are .closed 
' .. 
an'd hence all finite subsets .are closed. The topolop;ical 
properties of this sp~pe ~r~ given in the following: · 
· Theorem 37: The space is T1 an~ T0 ~ 
Proof: _Al~ ·points in the space are c~o,sed. 
'\ 
. Theorem 38: T~~ · space is neither T2 nor ~3 • 
Proof: T.here· are no disjoint _open eet~ • 
. ·Theorem, 39·: .·The· space is ~ei th~r .T4 , ·T5 , ' rep;Ular rior, riorma·l. ~oof:· ~?e s.pflCe ~s Tl and not T3 ~nd t~erefore not T4 • 
A space which is not T4 . is neithar T5· · n~r normal. Th·e 
_ apac~ is n~ . regular because it is not T~. 
'· 
paracompact. 














rioof: An,. open set is the complement of a finite union o-r 
c.loeed . sets and since rJ cannot be' covered b.,Y a. finite 
~ "l'l• 
union of straight lines (ba_aic clos~d acts),· evetry open 
. - ..... 
cover is finite. Thus, the apace :i.e compact a~d thereJore 
~ 
locally.~ompact and paracompact. 
• • ':a ~ 
.. .. 1 • 
. : / 
•rheorem' 41: The spac·~. ·is / connected. 
• • ~ I 
. 
Proof: There are no disjoint Jop~n sets 
. ~ and hence there is 
no non-trivial seperaticm::~ ·. ,, - ~ · 
- \. 
Theor~m 42: The·space ~s not path .connected: 
Proof.: Assume f: ~0~11 ....:.._.I$ is a .map with f(O) = a._. and 
f(1) a ~. Now f must pass t .hroup;h a countable · number of 
points -which are · c.losed se.ts . in.~ ·and therefore~ the 
.. • •l . • . . . ' 
preimages of 'these points must be disjoint 'c1ose4 sets. 
Hen'ce, we c~n write CO, ll ·aa a . countable union of disjoint 
clo.sed sets which gives us a contradiction. 
. ' - . 
-:irheore~ 43: The space is locally c~rinecte~. 
J¥oof·;· ~ss:ume U is open in fz~ Then !'\U 'is closed,.and ie 
• . '\ ' I 
-. a· _finite union· of basic closed. sets. If· U has ' a hon- . 
. \ • 'l • 
trivial "seperation, say V,W, then ~\V and ~\Ware ~losed 
·in fz and . hence are the ffni te 'linlon~ of ba~ic clos~d . 
sets. .~hls gives us_ ~he fact that_ fr can __ be .~xpre~s\.:d . as . 
a f~ni~e unio~ of _ closed. s_~ts w~ich leads to a contJr,.~ 
di~tion. . . . _ · . . _ \ -: 
/ 
As befpre we -' .will now look ·at the pr~perties ·of 
three subspncea I,~+ ,
1 
and ~1 • We . have: 
_Theorem ·44:· The sub~pa~e I is T0 and. T1 ~ 
Proof: Both these properties ar.e hereditary. 
J 
Theorem 45: The _'subspace I .~s not T2 • 
. . 
\ ·, 
j -_ ; -_ 




j ' J: ,_ 
1i 
Proof: We prove this by showing tha~ ~ cannot be covered 
... . ,., . . b-.- . . 
by a fini.te number ~f ·· 'closed . f;)ete.·• -~ Hence"' we must · show · · .. 
- . 
. .. . 
' -
• .4 ,_, 
_ .. _.._, 
_, . 
'' 




• • I 
. 0 • 
~hat·all ·but a finite number of :POints cannot be covered 
by a f1nitre number .of _ar~thmetic · progreBsion~ in.l • . 
' •n I• I t 
Assume 'I = a finite . union of sets· or the form B(a,b) .• 
.L.f we call th.esa· se~s B1, B2 , . •• ~, Bn .and ·hav? th~m · .. , 
,/"generated respectivel-Y b~ (a1 ,b1), (a2.,b2 ); .... ,.(azi,bn) 
_ th~n ~_ nei t~er set· contains b1b2· ••• b11 or any o.r its multiples .. 
Thus''· we have· ·an infinite set which is not contained.· in ·. · 
. . .··. . . .. 
·the url'ion of· tb.ese ee~·s. ~his shows us that "£( cannot be 
. - . ....... . ' . . 
expresse~ a~ the finite union of closed sets and therefore 
, ' • I , 
_we cannot find disjoint open seta to se:perate _any two 
. ' 
points. 
' . - ! 
~heorem '+6: The subspace '/. is neither T3, ._ T,4 , T5, :cegular 
·npr normal. I 
. I . 
Proof: .The space is T0 but not T2 and hanQ'e not T3_.. T~e 
s¥ace is T1 and not T3, and therefore not T4 • A space 
which _is not T4 is nei t .her T5 · no~ ~fOrmal. The space is" 
n~~ T3_ and ·therefore not r~~lar~ 
· . ., ,· 
r-"' 
- ' 
Tbeorem ~? ~ The · subspac·e· l( is cpmpac·t , . locally_ c:ompa.ct 
and paracompact. 
' ' . . . 
_Proof: ~ ~a a closed subset ·bf the S~ L. C. S. T. on ~ 
and compactness is weakly hereditary,.'. Therefore, .'t . is 
I 
compact·~ Now, since_· every _open cover of .p . can ,be defined 
. ' -
·by. taking the interse~ti~n of the elements of the open 
c·over of 'I with -, . we have 'that 'I is compact. . A compact 
I . A 
space is locally compact and p~racompact. 
I , 
... 
Theorem >4a!· The subspace f is connected. 
· ~oof: AssUme ,A,~ se~erate~ 1. Th~n - A • ~\B = a finlbe 
. union of closed sets. ~ Simi.lar~ B is a .finite union of.· 
cl~~ed sets • . ·- H.ence ~ 1{ can be eXJ,ressed as ~ finite unio~ 
· ·of cl~osed sets which is a contradiction. Therefore the 
e 
subspace is conn~cted • 
. , Theorem 49: The subspace· 1 is not ;path -donnected. 
., 










Proof: · If we _ assume it .ts· path connected then ;.this impliea 
A r " , ,, 
-tha·t [0,1) can b~ expre.ssed a-s _ a countable· ..  utii'an o:f 
disjoint close~ se~s w}lich is impossible. Th.is contra-
d_iction tello us . tha.'t · the ·subspace · is not -pat'? connected. 
Theorem 50: The sub'e.pace ~ . is locally connected. 
Proof: If U • 1(\(finite union of closed seta) is di·a..: 
' ( . . . ' ' 
. , connected then- U .: a finite union of c·lo~ed sets. Hence, 
~ ~an be expressed as a fin.ite ·union of closed s_ets. 
which is a contradi'ction~ 
. 
Theorem 51:· The subspace ~+ 1~ ~oth ·T0 and 1'1 • : 
Proof': · ~ . i~ .·both T0 a?d Ti ~ an;·bqth these properties 
are hereditary. ., , 
_______:----· 
Th~orem 52: Th~ subep~ce ¢·+ · is ··n~-1ther ~2 ; T3, T4 , T5, I 
regular nor normal. 
.Proof: There are n~ disjoint ·. open sets · and henoe- the 
sub~paee is not ·T2 • Th;~ su9space ~o T0 but · _it is ~ot 
T2 'and therefore not T3• THe ·subspace is -not T4 · since 
it is T1 .but not T3 ~- · A space .!hich is not .T4 is neit_her 
T5 nor normal. _The space is!lliot T3 ahd henc_e not · regular. 
/' 
The·orem 53: The, subspace r is compact, loca-lly compact . 
and paracompact •• 
f.P.roof: .Any open set is the comple!Jient of a finite unio-n 
' + ' 
of--closed sets and since, '1 cannot ·be covered by ·'a 
fi'nit-~'u.nion of closed. se.ts' every open ~over ·~u~t ' be 
finite. ·Hence, ~ is compa~t and·therefore locally 
compa~~ and paracompact. 
Theorem 54: The subspace ~ is connected. 
. ' . 
Proo~: There are no disjoint open seta and hence no non-
trivi~l separation. · ¥ 
Theorom 55: The subspace '/? is :not path connected •. 
'l' 
I "• , 
•• , 1 
. ·-
'• 
. . .. 
• v' 
0 
. . .· ,., 'I' 
·.···· ;yr-"· .. 
. v . 
. Itt • , , • 
" '. 
. ; " 
Proof: If we assume the subspace is path eonhected then , 
. this ~implies that CO,_ll ca.n' .be written as a· countal:fle 
~nio~ of disjoint 'cl_osed :s~ts which ia a contradiction. 
Theorem 56: The subspace· r · is locally conn~cted • . 
2?. 
Proof: Aseumin~ that for an _ arbi~rary open · ~eighbourhood 
. w~ .. ?~n. fil]-~ a. ~·o_n-trivial. s~per~t-i~·: we have th~t ~+ ' 
can be- written as a finite ·union· of closed sets which is 
- ~f,}' ·~ ,, a contradiction. Hence, ·the subep~ce '/r+ .is locally 
~ ...... 
connected. 
Theorem. 57: Tha subspace £(1 is both T0 a?~ Te 
~~of: fJ is both T0 and ~1 and · both these properties . 
are · hereditary. 
• I 
Theorem 58: The subspace I 1· it? T2• 
Proof: If a+i and b+i are two; die tinct pointe then we 
y . . , , , ..... ~ 
pick p = ~k+?, which is. both a ration~l prime and a · ·. 
. . . . . ~ 
Gauesi9.? prime,· such that (a-b,p) a 1. Then B(a+i,p) 
and B(b+i,p) are open sets aeperatin~ a+~and _b+i. 
. . . 
Theorem 59: The subspace 1( 1 is compact • locally compact 
and· paracompac t. 
. . . " . + 
Proof'• t(1 is a ~losed subset _of '/r and these thr~e 
_p;copert11es are weakly hereditary. 
: .. 
. . . . . 
I • . . . ' • 0 
Theorem 60: ·.The : subspace 'li is T3,. T4 , :regular ~nd normal. 
The subspace ~s both T2 and _paracompact and therefore _  
T 3 and._T4 • A T0 , T4 , .. ~_pace is regular and- .~ ·,T 1 , T 4 space 
, is normal. ' ·-
, Theorem 61: T~e subs~ace 11 is T5 ~ · 
Proof: We no~e that a basic clo~e~ set give~ rise to . a 
subb~sic open set •• The set consistinp; : of "basic · closed 
sets is countable since the basi,c closed. sets· are defined 














a coun~a:ble. open. sub basis which makes the space second 
. co~ntable. No~~ since the space is regular it is m\tri.z-
able and the~efore T5• 
l 
Theorem 62: The .flubspaec .lf1 .is neith~r connected nor 
if;:·path connected~ ' 
Proof: B_(i,_3). u B(i+l,3) u B_(i+2,3) is a non-trivial 
·-~_epero.tion of ~1 and hence the . subspace is not ·connected 





Theorem ?3: The ~ubspape 11 i-s not locally connec_ted. · 
Proof: . The open ;set , 1\ B(i,3) ha~ the non-trivial seper-
a·tion given by H(i+l,3) u · ~(1+2,3). . .. 
' ' 
· Thus, w~ have surveyed three to_pologies on the set · 
of Gaussian inte~ers and ·the structures they induce on 
several ~uqspaces. . Several· propertief\ have ~een give:t1 
and pro"{en tor each of the spaces and they ~Ei tabulated . ,· · 
be lovi for ea-sy ·reference. It .should be noted tba t 
- ' 
e.\1 thoup:h the topologies have been de_fined in similar 
ways their. properties are· quite different. ·Our table 
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Table 2.1 
.l:'ropertie.s. of Topologies on ~ and Induced Topologies_ on 
its Subspaces 
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As a final note. in this ch~pter we look at the . · 
. problem o.f. ~xt~ndiri~ the'se . three topol.ogi'cal structures . 
' to a: general algebraic 1 numb~r field. Since. the 0. S. _T-: 
, . . . . 
. , ~akes no .restrictions on any of the integers defining 
I ' ' • . . . . " ' { ' 
the basic : open sets· we extend i~ · t .o a general: fielQ.. by 
the t'ollQwin~ equiv~lence r'e lation: 
ex 8 ~ iff a. • 59 + ~ .for fix~<:~ _9 and arbitrary o 
. -- - ----- -- - -- - -
. . 
However, this approach cannot be used when extending 
the ·R. P. O. S ~t T. 'and th~ ~-- L. _ C.~~ T. be_cauae i~· 
order to- define th~se two structures we require that the 
' . . . ' . . . 
defininp; inte'gers . b~ relativ~ly prim~. Before. we can 
discuss the greatest c.ommon· divisor of ~two element$ · we 
. . . . 
need unique .factorization and thie property is . not always· ·· 
I • ' • • 
present i .n · arbit'rary algebraic ' num~er fi.el.ds. If h~wever; 
• 0 ~ • • 
·we re~trict our discussion to Euclide~ numl?er ~ields., 
· · our extension· is analogue to those given •. , 
' " .. 
The details. or each· extensio~ __ v.ar.ies wi.th·"tbe :field 
under consideration and will not be given here. 
I 
,. 
, ~· . 
' .. 
.  
-·------ '"' __ ..-.--
. , . 
.. 
. .. 
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Chapter III 
. .ADpli cat1 one~ or 'the Three fl'opol Oiies 
· Ir,t. ttQ.s ·chapter we ·again look· at the three ', topol?gi~e 
· which ·we d~ined· and discu~sed in the pr.ev,ious chapter, 
I 
but t,his time vie view~ their _use.fulnese with respect ' to 
partic~1ar pro~lenis in numb~r theory~ 
' I 
' . . ~ 
~he first topolpgy, the Open Set · Topo loe;y, was used· 
...../by Furstenberp; to p;ove the infinitude of the rational. 
. . - I - , 
primes. We use. the extended topological structure on . 
. • I - ~ .to· p~ove the: 
n 
I 
·" Theore·m: There. are ·infinitely many Gauasi.an· primes. 
. . 
P.roof: We cons ide~ the se~ A , • ~:JAn where , A7t consists of 
all multiplf7'S o.f : 1t and 7t rune ·throu~h the set. o'f Gaus~ian I 
. ' ' ;: . ., . ' . /' 
primes . .. · The only nu.mbers not belonging to A are 1, -1·, 
i·, and· -i and since .. ~1, 1-1, i, ~i~ i 's c~early n~t ·o.Pe.n!·. 
A, cannot be close"d •. Since Att i.s clo~e~· for a_ll 1t th~n 
~ . . 
A must be an infinite union of suclf sets and hence the·re 
is an infinity of· p~imes. 
* We realize, o.f' course., 
l to t11a t . of Furstenberg. 
that the proof· above ·io analogue · ' 
'\ 
. . ·•· . • 0 • • 
. ~ \: 
/ . , 
Looking more closely at the 0. ~~ ·r~- we se'e that ' · ·· 
'because the multi~lea···of _a · .com'pound: number for!'l an, open· 
s e t ·, the. primes are not dense_ in ,this topolofify. · Hence, 
-this .. topological structure ·on ~·has little value when 
di'sctissin~ the local, properties ·of·._ prime numbers .. 
• 
1 By .·  maki~p; tpe restriction ·that .-the pair _ et-, ~~--d~finlng 
. . . . / ~ 
an open set i~ . the o.- s. T., .- be relativ~ly -· prime, we·. have. 
· the R. P·. 0. s. T. '.whi'ch ·can also be ·used to prove the: .· ,· 





Theorem:· There are ' ·fnf:l,nitely many· Gaussian primes. . · 1 . 
. , 
•• 0' . . 
I . , 




' ) . .  
I 
... ~ ' ' I 
. :: : . • • . . I ~ . : ·~: .. '~ . 
• • 4.,.,. .1. 
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~roof: JI:f 'It is prime ~the progr,~·!;ion . ~f>n}' is close?-·, 
s-inc'e it-s complement· is a. union · o£ open seta. Consider . 
Jl " ' . • • 1 D • 
. the uni.on . X =· U1t~o1t} · ext~nded ?v~:I' · · a.ll p_rimes. I~ o~his \. 
· is ·a . finite union ~f c l~sed sets, ~e~ ·x is ~ loaet?-. ~~t" 
the complement of X ~s { 1, :-1, · i , "':"i/"! · wh.~ch. in ne i. the.r 
empty nor Q inf,i~i~e. · Since ·the .coninlement o:£' X is· not 
open, X cannot be closed, the union. ·~s hot\ a finite one, 
/a;<} . 
and · tnl:e number of prime~ . is· infi'ni'te ~ ~ 
. . ' 
- 'Thi~ proof is analogue ·to that· used by Golomb in his 
. ~ 
proof of• infini~~ly many rational primes .• Also,. w_e have 
. the following: 
' II 
. 
Thebrein:. If: $ is .a ·.,rin~te subset . off then the asserti9n 
that 'I\$ is dens'e i_rl " .¢ i~· equivalent to the assertion 
the. t I .is -dense in rJ-. ; ' ~ 
Proof: ·rr 1.\~ is dense . in~~ for all i then f is dense. 
If ~ is O.ense in ·~. then every, open set. contains a P:t:ime. 
·i.e. for all pair~ a, ~ . with ,-'(cx,l3) = 1 ' in~ we ha~e· that 
, • '" ~ ' • 7 . \ ' ~here exis.ts 6.0 -( (z ,such that cx:oQ~ • · 7tO • . a pi'~me. NOW 
(~,a.+o0~) =. 1 so there .exi_s~s o1 :E rJ such tha"t cx+o0f.+E> 1f3. 
= 1t1 =a _ prime. i.e.~ cx+Coh+o1)~ = 1t1 • · Continuin~ t~ts ~ .. 
process we have .. that- there are infinitely .many primes in 
( . . . . . 
B(cx,~). As .m®t.ioned in .. the proof of the ratione,l qase , 
. I • 
· Ehin theorem is .1the s.ame as· _saying tha.t if the 'Clos~re o.! . 
·the primes is the ·Gatisoian integers the~'(the. deriv~d, s~t ·' 
of the primes io ·the Gaussian int~ p;er~ and vice · ve.rsa. - .. 
~ , I • ' ' - . . ~ 
Theorem; In ~his· topology' the. interi~r Qf the set. of ~ 
primes i~ empty .. -.· 
Pr~of: Assume B(cx, ~) is an open. set consistin~ entirely .~ 
. ' ' . '. . .· - . . z 










. . . 
.,. 
' 0 
• (a.+f3)( ~+1) which ·:is cornpos.ite and produ_ce_~ __ a._con tra--- --- --
. ·· di·ce!on; : · .. : · - - --.--;--- - .-· :~ ----; ··--.---.. - ·. · _ · ' .... 
















• ' ' · c' ' ' . f / ' .,· • 
In· tl)is t.opology we. find .~ha.t / 'and P\$ are both· . 
l • • • 
dens~ nnd tqis follows from . a theorem by.Direchlet in 
. ' . 
which he proves that: t ~ 
,. . . 
0 
, : . I 
there -are infinitely many primes of the form 
n+b~ _where b ~~an. arbitrary Gaussian integ~r 
. ' 
.·., and a, and -~ are .e;iven Gaussian .integero wi~h 
~· . 
. (a:,~) = 1. _ . . , 
;J' .../ 
r 
0 • (: 
Since our bE".~~c optm sets in this top6Io~ are such .. 
orithmeti6-pr~greosions in Gaussian inte~er~, the density 
of 1 and· ~\$.foliows. 
'· I 
I 
-The thir~ topology, the S. 1. C • . S. -T. , is dlffer.ent 
· ' fronv the ~th~f two · topol,oglcul · struct~res on ~ in· .that 
"here w~ have ~h~t 'l i~ a cioned asubspdc;. in the· 
other two to;p'ologies t'his subspace ' was' neither open nor. 0 
cl~sllld, . and bh~aus_e of' :tl.1e importa~c ·e of this ~ubspace . ·. 
in the eolut~on of the ·problem a~ hrind all the informatibn 
• 1 
we ·find on it could .pr6ve valuable. 
i 
- I -
. ln· this: opnce w~ 'also find. t)lat f? and "f_\$ are donSt-'! • 
. ;I - . • 
· Thes~ fact;s~:!ollow since the c.oroplement of .every bnsic 
. cl(n~ed se~ ·must "contain ·an 'a~itomet;ic. pro'[!res~ion. of the 
type· descri-bed by Di .. rechlet ab~ve, · ·and hence we have _ 
'\ - . . 
that every open_ s~t c'onta.ins an infinitude of primes. 
0 < ' 
. . . . 
, . Althou~h this chapter draws on concrete conclusions 
· about ·the ti1rec t;opo.lo~?,ies, " the discus·~i~n· r;iven ·iilus- . 
trates more properties of ~he · structures. "rheoe proper-
tie's are di~_cu.ssed in the followinr: . chapt_er when we try 
, to ctiscover ·.Whicb topolo.r:;ies · €lre . uaeful for solving our 
prob.lem. 0 w~ find th~t th~se . three.;l\opolop.;ies quite . 
·, . '~ . -
·· ,closely fit the requireme~ta for a useful topology and 
... ' 
.. . 
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·Chapter IV 
Reguj rements for a llse!u_l ''l!opplo~y 
In the pr.ev~ous two chapte.rs we were ma~nly inter- ~ 
ested in three topologica~ structur~s_ on the Geussia~. .· 
integers~ and we considered ·their value· for solving :the 
" - . 
problem at hand· and relate_d problems. ' 
,. 
Now, rather than discuss a particular topol~gy we 
0 
want to discuss which properties a· to_pology must have 
t- . ·: .. ·· in order to be useful for solving_·.·the · problem !=tnd then 
··: .. try to decide .its existence. Thus w~ _have ··the following: " 
' "' 
'·. 
The'or~m 1: If. there exists a topo1orr_y -'~n rJ with the 
. 
followin~ two prorerties: 
1. ~=~- i.e. 1\~ is dense in~ 
. 2. l'f 1. is .. ope·n in f1 
then there are infinitely many primes of the form.n1 +1. 
n .. ' ~ 
Proof: Assume ther~ are only finitely many -primes of the 
form· n1 +·1. Then there ar.e only finitely~ mariy Gaussian 
primen of th.e form n'+i, i.~. 11 contains only finitely 
many prim~s. If w~ denpte' this finite set. by $ tben · 
~\$ = ~\~1 ( ~\~1-which is qlos~d since ~~s· ~pen·~ 
property 2· of the 'topology. · Now we have J?\'iP C ~\)11 
which contradicts property ' l ' of the topolo~ and hence 
.-the theorem is proven. 
" . 
A state'ment· quite similar to that of the: above· 
. ' . . t~eorem is that if there e~ists a topological struct~re . 
' . 
on ~ in which f\$ is dense and the ~nte~ior of ~l is 
.. ~ 
non·-empty, then there are .. infinitely many. . primes of _the 
form n2 +l. · This follo~s . since the interior of 11 is an 
open subset .of ~1 c9ntaining infinitely many Gaussian 
prim!!s• . - · 
. 
.. . I f{ ' 














. . ' 
of t _he pror>erties of .the ,topolof!.Y, but not _oat~sfyin~ 
the other. · For example if we ·take .. the topology ~en~rated 
by fin1 te complcnientp we have that f\f, 1.s dense but ~ 1 
is· "hbt 'open. The excluded point· topo.J ogy ( th~ op~n sets 
ar~ thos.e wh~ch do not inc lud~· a given poinJ .) on ·'J. with 
2i+ 1 1?e in~ the. excluded point., ~as "'1 open bu.t ~\$ not 
. d~nse. · N.ow the minimal · topology ~enera.ted by these' two 
' ·. , . 
"topoloP;ies is call~d ~ort Spnce and . is defined by declar~·':· ·: ·!"): 
in~ open any set whose complement ·in finite or • inc ludeA 
. r 
· a.~iven point. ln this space 1(1. is ap;ain open .but f\$ · 
· still !nils to be dense.' .Althou~h this example ,did . not .. . 
• # .. , . ~ 
prove the exi~tence of the requir~d topology it illus~ . 
. . ... . 
·. · trA.t~s a method which probably could be uaed to acflieve 
. this end. 
Ano.ther t~pology worth· mentioninr.: in this connection ··. 
. . . ' 
is. the particular point topolo",y ( the - only open sets 
ore. thos~ w?ich. c~>ntai~ a ~i~en point ) · 'On rJ, with l+i 
be{f!~ the particular poi,nt. -Now ~~l is open since 1 t 
. Jl • ·, · contain~ l+i, and f~s dens~ beca~se l+i fa a prime con-
tain~d· in every open . set. However, f\f, ·still fails to 
be ' dense. 
.., 
If we no-.y . consid~r closed sets inntead of open. on~ a, 
• 
we ·have the followin~: 
. / 
·Theorem 2: If ther.e exists a tQpolorr,Y on · rJ · wi t ·h the 
fo llowin~r. p~opert-~es: 
1. Fo~ all . . C"l:osed s~ts C .in .1¢, Cnf' in infinite 
2. ~1 is closed in ~ 
then the.re o.rc infini tc l.y I:lnny prin~s o:f the Jorm · n~ ·+ L · 
"' . 
We note th<;1 t .1" 1 is c J.ose~ in th~ S. L-· C. S. · T • . o·r . · 
· Chnpte~ 2 but since e·very point .-· is · closed in this topology 
I 
proper~y 1 of th~ theorem fails. 












Thus f:ar in ;t(his chapter we· ·haye. tried to illustrate 
the relationship' between the., proof of~ a single existence 
( one topology) and the proof of an infinite·existence 
( . infinity of primes of the .form n2 +1 ). We now change 
this theme slie;ht ly by· ,statinp; and provin~ the followinflj·: 
- v I . 
Theor'em 3: If for infinitely many pairs a, b of rational 
i~te~er·s we can d~.fine . a particular point topology, t~, 
·· on '/r i~ which ~ is dense and ~,l . \~· open. then v1e have · 
.proven the existance of an infinitude of primes of ' the 
. ' z . form n +1. 
Proof: We define tb using ·a+tii as the a . particular point. 
prime , and if 11 
1'hese two .. facts. imply 
Now if ~ is dense then a+bi must be 
ia open then it must c·onta~n a+bi. 
- . 
. tha.t the ·particular po~nt must be a prime of the' form 
c ' 
n+i. Now, an infinitude of these topologies . ~ives an 
. ' ' .. 
infitii.tude o.f such primes and hence an infinitude .ilf 
primes of the form n2 +1. 0 
Another useful topolor.;ical structure on r;· is given · 
by the followinr,: 
' ~ 
Theorem 4: If there exists .a connected topology on ~ 
. . ~ 
having j!\$ dense, ~l closed, -and ~\l( 1 seperated, we hav.e 
the ex is tance · of infinitely many primes of the · forin n 2 + 1. 
•!. . : . "'· 
I 
The proof of this theorem involyes the gxcisi9ri. Theore.m 
in Cohomolo~ Theory andistdi~cussed in detail in the 
n~~t . . chapter. 
' '• . 
-· ~-. 
This chapter il? not. inte:pded to ~ive a complete , 
- • 0 
list ·of all' useful - topolofT,ies but . on'ly to illustr.ate 
' ' 
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Qhnvtar V . 
. '· Some New Approachea to ttic frobllem ~·· 
----· . . ( · 
~n this final chapt~~\·~'f·e look nt a ser~es of dis- . 
cussiona on problems a_rtsiifr~ ab.,..a result of the problem 
. . ' 
in quest ion.. .A 1 thoup;h no COhC lusionn hllVP, been drawn 
from thene discuaAions,.they are included because th~y 
provide idens which· may be helpful in solvin.;: the problem. 
~ 
1. Our firot discus nion' involves some alp;ebra.ic topolopzy,; 
. .. . . . ~ 
We . tic fine a topo·lop:y ,". t, on '/r by declartnp; open any set, 
u' whooe complement conta'ina f:i:nitely ~many primes' or 
ts ·. empty. Hence, ·a ·aet, C, is closed if and only if 1 t 
. . 
contains finitely many primes. 
'property that" 1\$ ( wher~ $ is 
This topolo~ has tho 
any·finite subset of 1) 
i~ ·dense. If we assu~e• now, that ~l has o_nly finitely · 
many primes then it is closed. We take U fo .be any open 
superset of -J 1. and .?~ the! Excision '.rheorem of Cohomo'lo~ 
The~ry we have that: 
If we cou~d show that this r~Rult l~ads to a · contradic-
tion thcn . w~ would have that ther~ nr~ infinitely many 
primes of the form n 2 +1. 
. Now~ because of the complicated strucbure of the 
. tc:fpolop-y on ~. especially with rer.;nrd to discussing 
. ~, . 
·cohomolop-,y., we turn to the Alexander Cohomolo.fl:Y e,nd ... · 
find that accordin~ to <8> we have: 
H0 (X,A) i~· isomorphic to the ~oup of a 11 locally cons'tant .· 
functions from X ihto ~and h~nce H0(X,A) • O·if X is 
connected . und A~~. 
. . ' 
I 







·theo'rem do~s ~ot .r:ive th~ required contradi.ction since 
both rJ . and· ~\1( 1 'are connected. However, by referrinp; to ·. 
Table 1. 1 in Chapter I we fi!ld that connectedness- is .not 
hereditary _and h~nce it may be poseibl·e to ~ind ~ topo-
lOf'",Y .. on ¢ which · itr connected but havinf>: rJ\'11 ·d\\';onnected~ 
"Hence,- we see that i,f we can_prove ' the existence of 
A COnnected 1;;0p0 logy· on· ¢ havin~ i\'/> dense, ~ l . Closed,- . 
. . , . , I . . 
and ~\~1 sep~rated ·we _ h~ve the solution to our problem. 
This result was already menyioned in the previous chapter. 
2. We now consider two problems in num-ber , theory·; both 
-· . 
of' which are unproven,_ and try to. eet_ublish·_ a· r"l~tion-
~hip ' betwP- en them. Before we state thea~ problems we 
cqnsid~r the followini!, -pro'l:ilem -b..Y. Robert Spi::t'n which 
appeare~ in the 'American Mathematical -M-onthly in 1<156 . 
-· the problem has · the :foilowin~ statement: 
_ yonsider the two propositions: · 
I. If (a, b) =' 1 then B.X+b assume a infinitely · 
many -prime values. . ~ . 
. 
II. If (a,b) • 1 then _ax+b assumes at least ,one 
-prime value. 
I is Direchlet 1 a /Theorem. Clearly I implies II. 
Show that II ir1pi.ies I. 1 
·The . proof of this theorem usipg number theory is 
quite easy, but below we restnt~ the theorem. in ·f!iop~lo~i­
cal terms and present a .topolog~cel discussion or the 
' - :, .. 
. proof. Thust we state . the .following: 
'..Pheorem:. The set of rationA-l pr.ime~, ~' is dense in I 
with the ·_tope l_ogy p;iven by arithmetic progr _essions 
t Golomb .~opology ) if and only if Direchlet·• s Theorem 
holds·. 
1. Americab ,Mathemati.cal - Mon~hly, 63 (1956), ·3_42. 
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, Discussion: ·Assume Direchletls Theorem holds, i.e~ r'or 
' ail·a,b (rl(wite.(a,b) • i the .se.que,rtce .{a+bn}. c .. ontains·· 
inrinitely ·many primes. Since {a+bn} • B(a,~-. a basic 
open ·set in our topolorzy we h~vc that ~ meets ave.ry 
basic open sei rind is the~efore dense. : 
.Assume 't i~ dense in "1. and nssum.e , $ is a fini to subset 
of 1. uow since $ is finite and all nonempy't open oets . 
in ~ are infinite we have that ~t($) c ~. Now, if it 
were true that: 
' · 
01(~\$) c Cl~\Int$ ~ ~\~ a ~ 
we would h9:ve· that· 'f\$ is- dense· ' in ·~· If we now a~su~e. 
that B(n,b) is u basic open oet cont.aining only finitely 
many primes, sHy $, _then J\B(a,b) is a closed set contai~­
ing 1\$ and hence Cl(1\$) . C . ~\B(a,b) .and therefbre ~\~ 
' . . 
is not d~nse · •. This is .a contradiction implyin~ that 
• .lj(a,b) contains . infinitely many primes for all rela.t.iveiy 
. ' prime pairs a,b anu. hence Direchletls Theorem holds. 
The mistake in this ' discussion is the fac~ that 
01(1\$) ·t Cl~\Int$ in general. lf however, we have that 
P io . dense · and $ is open or tif n b$ • f6 · ( where b"P. is· 
the boundary or· ~ • Cl~\Intf ) then the theorem holds • 
We are now ready. to . discuss · tho connection 
betwee~ the two problctll·s ·in number theory. The ~irst 
. . . a 
is · the infinit~de of _primes of the form n +1, ~nd the 
second is the existance of an integer b '· .for every p;iven 
·integer a such that a 1 +b• is a prime of the form 4k+l. 
1 Hence we state the-t I . ' ·. 
: Conjecture: Ijj for ey~~~ a ( f,. there exists a. b _· f . ~·-such - ·---: · ' 
that· a~~b~ is a ratiopal~,Of the form 4~+1 then 
there' ·are infinitely ~any pri~es of ~he form n1 +1. · · 
· Discussion: We top·oiogize .. the . Gaussian integers wit~ the 
. . . 
' !• . ,.,, 
. I 
. . 
, . ' 
. \ . 
"'' · , 




product of the · indiscrete topology on the ra~ional 
fntegers and the particular poiTht topology on the ration-
al i'ntegers. ( in tltis topo~~gy a set :ts. open .if a~d. only 
1f it contains the poiii.t _,1 ) • . Now we let ~b : · {n:.bi I 
n f f, and b is fixed in ~}" and. 'It be an ~rbi trary: subset 
of 't, then sets of the · fo~~: ~l,. u ~ ub5ftl'fb} are open i'n 
our topo).OP.'J. We ·see that ~:tr~,s~-· open -sets form_ .a basis 
for the. topology and sine~ ~~t1'-' ·i~ o. Gaussian prime 
common to every basic open set; t~e primes are dense in 
. . 11 • ' 
this topological space. Now i,f $ ~;is ' afini te subse·t of 
. .. .. . . . · ) . 
f,/then, since all non-empty ·ope~ sets are: infinite, 
Int.$ = ~ and if we again assume tha~: 
0 
.· we ~ave that f\$ ·is dense ·in ~. H~nce, we have that 
_every basic open set contains infinitelY many primes·,. 
and therefore there are infinitely many primes of the 
form n1 +1.· 
. . 
In this discussion the same f~llaci occurred as 
previoU~Sly and althour;h this does not supply a proof. of 
the conjecture it indicates that one ~ay not be impossib~e. 
I 
It· is worth notin~ that althou?~ · neither of the two 
problems have been solved we· have that primes of the 
. . . 
·form. o.2 .+b1 have. been tabula ted ·in· <11> for val~es of a . 
' . 




3. Our ne·xt discussion _will concern the · decomposi_tion 
of numbers of the form n1 +1 into prime :factor~ •. W~ have , 
. . 
nome r~sults i~ this- direction already~ For e~ample, . 
it has been .pr~ved. that · there are inf_initely many integers 
. t . . 2 
of th~ form n• + 1 having at moat' 'three prlme factor~. 
2. <15>, p~. 103. 
. , 
. '' 
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We state a conjecture which, if proven, g.ives us the 
. ·. -
G above result for two factors • . 
" 
.conjecture: There are infini t 'e 1y many gaussian primes·.: 
· of .the form x+(x;+l)i·. 
Theorem: If ' th~re are infinitely ma~ Gaussian primes 
of the f .orm x+(X+l)i then th~re are i'nfiniteiy many 
rational integers of the form nt+l. with only two factors. 
Proo~: An infinitude of.Gaussian primes of the form 
·" .x+(x+l)i implies an infinitude of rational primes of the 
form 2x1 +2x+l. · .1;ow, multiplication by 2 gives uo numbers "'·-· 
or' the form tt:X- +4x+2 • 4x• +4x+l+l • (2x+l)~ l-1 =· n~ + i. 
I . 
· Hence, we h·ave infin(tely many rational integers of the 
form n1 +1 with only ·two.factora. 
. A~ a matter of fact,. for an arbitrar~ natural 
.. number k, we have that if ( l+2i)+n( 1+(2k+l)i) is· prime 
infinitely· often then there · are infin:i.tely . mani integers 
of the form n1.+1 with exactly .~+2 factors. 
t 
An6ther result is one of . Bredihin, that there are 
infinitely _many primes of tbe .form n.1 tm1 +1.3 Since we 
wish. to find an infinitude ~i primes of · th~ form i + 1, 
the solution follows if the ·t~o sets of inte~e~s mentio~ed~ 
( : ~primes of the form· n1 +m1 +1~.~ {integ~rs of _ tht.! : form . . 
x1 +-1} ), have infinite intersection~ We note that a 
J ,; • I .. 
discussio~ of the intersection of these two sets leads 
~o a discussion of P,ythagorean triples. 
Also worth n6ting is the fact that every proper 
~-- fraction can be expressed as a sum of Egyptian fra.ctions 
( .. fractions' with numerator 1 ) ~ If .we now consider a/b 
and rewri_te it- as b-tai we see that the elemen·ts o~ 1-:t, 
__ _.( . 
•, 
3· <15>, pp;. 103. 
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..; can b.e· used to ne;eneraten ··t:q,e ele~ents of r~ '· This 
~ug~ests a mapping which in turn ·suggeats a possible 
t~pology for i+.~ He~ce, ·by givinp; 11 a particu,lar 
topqlogy, some useful results may arise ·from the t -opo-
logy introduced on ¢+ ~ . • 
,. 
4. In th~s discussion we consider the.follo~in~ prov~n: 
" . 
Theorem: If f( x) .:~ is a .poly.l!omial of degree n with fnt~Ber . 
coefficients and· k~.~-s an arbitrary integer, then f:!be ; 
~~n~est common divisor of the numbers f{x), x · runnin~ 
over a.ll int~gers t is . equal to the greatest comnQn divisor 
of the following·· n+l . integers: f(k), . f(k+l), ••• , .f(k+n). 4 
and the: 
Conject~re~ If .f(x) is an irreducible polynomial with 
inte~al coef~icients and if · ~ deno~es the ~eatest 
" . 
common divisor of th~ · numbers f('x), X running. OVer all 
intep;-ers, then the polyn·omial f(x)/N takes prime number 
'valu~s for inftnite1y · many· x•s. 5 . 
The above two conditions .toge·ther, imply the infin-
. , .i tude of primes of the. form n 2 +1, and also many .similar 
questions are answered as consequences of these two 
conditions. '. 
In 1958 A. Schinzel formulated the fo l lowing ,: 
Conject~re If: If s is a natural numper and if t 1(x), . 
f2(xj, ••• , fs{x) are pol ynomials with i~tegral coeffi-
. . cients satisfying the condition . that each o:f the poly-
nomials r 1 (x) is irreducible, it~ lea.:-~ing coeff~~ient · 
4. <16>, · pg . 11. 
5. <1~>, pg. 12?. 
. • . ·. 
.· . 










· is positive nod there is no natural number .d>i . that . is 
. I . . ' 
a divi~or · ~f .e!lch of" the, nu~bers P(x) = r 1(x)r2 tx) ••• f 9 (x) '· 
x beinp; rin inte~er·, then there exist infinitely many ~ 
( \ ~ ' . . . 
· natural v·alu~S Of X for which each 0~ - the numbers f 1(x}, r2Cx~, ·~·' r8(x~ is prim~.~ -
• . ;. 
Some" consequences of this con,iecture follow: 
' . 
.. ,. 
~ n · n · n . 
1. For _f 1(x) .. ~ x:+l, f 2 (x) _..: X
2 +3 9 f 3(x)::. X
2 +7, f 4 (x) ' • 
n . . •. 
tne conjecture .'.holds and this · p;ives us infinite_ly many_ 
• ;t 
quadruplets of primes, a~d hence infi~itel~ many pri~e 
twins. 
, I ' 'I 
2. 'l'here are infinitely many primes of the for.m ' x 1 +i",. 
and x1~+1. (t ••• 
}: Ap.plyinf2: the conjecture to r 1(x.) = x and, ·~2(~) = x+2k ~e h""'ave that every even number has intr'nitely. many · 





repre~entations ~s . the diff'~ren~e o! two primes. .. 
4o. If t~ 9 b) .. (a,b(b+2)) ;;: ,1, then there exifi\t infinitely . 
many prime twins in .~he arithmetic pro~ession {an~b} ~ 
5; Every ' ~dd int.eger has infinitely many representationS ; · 
as the di.f.ferenc~ of a prime and the double· of a. prime • . 
. ' . 
6. r!'here exist .. arbitrarily. long· arithmetic progressions' .· 
., ~ ' . 
·whose~terms are consecutive "prime numbers~ 
y ~ 
. Thus,f we see that if we assume the vali~itJ' of this 
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